C!dffieeHoi_S€; opens with lar ge crowd
by Fran Mullin

Plucking Away
J o'hn Miller ente r taining at Coffe e House
t his past Sa t urday .

Soft candlelight , jasmine tea, and mellow guitar
music set the scene for the long-awaited opening of the
Coffeehouse in ft_ ^ ;Low last weekend.
John Miller \ christened ; Colby's. Coffeehouse last
Saturda y night with ' ¦'¦& ' performan ce any guitar player
wb]_ld admire. His mellow guitar solos ran ged from
countr y blues to pop to jazz and his second set sparkled
with allusions to his newest release , Biding. My Time,
John ,Miiie^ Plays George Gershwin.
Miller 's
magnificent acoustic guitar playing kept the house full
throu ghout the evening.
The audience was large (approximately 150 people
over the course of two and a half house ) and varied.
Students came in jeans with friends , and in jackets or
skirts with parents. Some dropped in after dinner
downtown and others came from Strider Theatre after
Arse nic and Old Lace .'
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Curious people stayed for an hour or more , contemplating the Coffeehouse , trying to figure out what it
really was.
But, on opening night , no one actually knew what it
would be like, not even Chairman Mike Federle or
Pro gram Director Sue Perr y. "The Coffeehouse's atmosphere depends on the music arid the crowd," said
Perry. "Both are pretty moldable. "
Miller 's mellow guitar playing maintained the lowkeyed atmosphere that the C 'feehouse was looking for.
The crowd , on the other ha? seemed somewhat tense.
Not knowing what to exp* and unused to the new
Coffeehouse's relaxing Sa day night entertainme nt ,
many people had that sittin g-on-the-edge-of-the-chair ,
what' s-going-on-look. The nervousness sometimes
Continued on Page 6
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Distribute $1IO 9OOO; social life gets biggest cut

by Greg Nemrow
Thus year 's Stu-A budget allocations are expected to
be finalized by the end of thi s week and while .student
government President Jay Otis thinks that this year 's
process was the smoothest in his memory, he also notes
that it was the slowest.
The Board of Trustees voted the sum of $102,500 to the
Stu-A for the academic year 1980-81. Additionally, Stu-A
had a surplus of over $17,000 frojii 1979-80 as compared
to a $10,000 deficit the previous year. This constituted an
operating budget of almost $120,000 for this year.
However , some $9000 of it had already been committed
to necessary expenditures last spring , so this fall the
recommended budget was $110,794.
The various groups on campus , for their part ,
requested funds on the order of $147,000. Beginning in
September , the Stu-A: budget committee , comprised of
SkipVNeville, Tom Stall, Lance Hanson , Rick Manley,
Brenda .Scheider and Jeff Moore , w(_nt to work
bringing
the reques ts in line with the money available . ;
' ¦ ' .J Budget requests were supposed to have been submitted to the . Stu-A treasurer , Skip Neville last May.
Unfortunately, half of the clubs didn't plan on electing
this year 's ' officers, who would , have drawn up the ir
res pect ive budgets, until this fall . This fail, the situation
was further hampered by the fact that one quarter of
the clubs fa iled to submit a pro per budget re quest, or

even a requ est at all; Thus it was necessary for Neville
to personally extr act these requests from the involved
clubs. As a result, the committee is considering fining
late filers next year.
All budget requests were " submitted on a common
form for efficiency. Of prim ary importance to the
committee was each organiz ation 's expenses for the
previous year. Many clubs , though , had not kept
records . Figures therefore , had to be ascertained from
purchase order records or even guessed at. This year ,
all clubs must keep accurate record books.
Next, all clubs sent representatives before the committee to justify their reques ts and possibly explain last
year ', spending policies. Some organizations had to
spend more than was originally allocated last year with
good rea sons, but clubs that went over bud get due to
bad management , according to Neville, were liable to be
the first to have their request s pared
Underspending- was also frowned upon. If a club
hadn't used the money allocated to it , then this year 's
requests were met with skepti cism. In one example last
year , a club given $175 only spent $7.61, yet asked for
$700 this year . In another case, $1600 was requested by a
club that spent only $53 of it's $300 allocation last year .
This year for the first time, Neville and Otis agreed
that clubs which were not spending their allotments ,
could lose them to other clubs which needed them .
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Neville hopes that this will encour age the clubs to
spend. In any case, the clubs that kept within last year 's
budget , yet used their money well, were most likely to
get as much as possible.
Once these recommendati ons Tvere made , the bud gets
were approved at two Stu-A board meetings . Board
members are : Jay Otis, Executive Chairperson; Skip
Neville, Treasurer ; Sarah Robinson , Committee
Chairperson; Frank Wirmusky, Cultural Life Chairpers on; John Curseaden , Academic Life Chairperson ;
Laura Littlefield , Public Information , Sam Weiser ,
Social Chairperson; and Lisa Bailee and Joel Cutler , the
committee 's representatives to the Board of Trustees.
The largest request this year , the Social Life request
of $41,000 was cut to $24,285 versus the expendit ures of
$17,000 last year. If granted , this would have constituted
40 per cent of Stu-A funds. The budget as submitted
included expens.es such as the Mary Low coffeehouse
and film funds , both of which have their own budg ets
and don't fall under the auspices of Social Life.
Cultural Life's reques t of $14,000 was kept at last
year 's level of $11,000. However , Chairman Frank
Wirmusky saw no problems with this.
Powder and Wig 's request was based on the total cost
of its four producti ons last year. Because the club didn 't
Continued on Page 4
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Bowdoin evaluates president
in job perf ormance review

News Briefs
compiled by Fran Forte

Walking Escorts

think the leadership of the boards in general felt that it
would be appropriate at this time.''

by Craig Bystrinski

An open letter to Associate Director of Public Safety
at Wesleyan University suggesting paired walking
escorts has produced some results. The Office of Public
Safety has'added a second escort service car and plans
to send out. a pair of walking escorts equipped with
radios. Stephen Gadomsli and the Dean of the college,
Edgar Beckham have drawn up a new "sexual assault
protocol" and there are three on-call sexual assatdt
counselors. One of them, Denise Darrigrand worked at a
rape crisis center in Uti, New York. Volunteer escorts
will receive training in sensitivity to sexual assault:

Wiley said he sees evaluation in general as a positive
process, in which, "the evaluee has the opportunity to
be aware", of his strengths and weaknesses.

BRUNSWICK - Bowdoin College is currently conducting a formal performance evaluation of its
president for what may be the first time in the school's
history. .

In addition, he doesn't believe the efficiency of the
Bowdoin administration will be affected. "You go about
your business," he remarked. "I just don't see how it
would have any effect on people doing their jobs ,"

The evaluation committee, formed last spring by vote
of the Executive Committee, is made up of Trustees and
Overseers and is expected to reach a decision soon on
the job performance of President Willard F. Enteman. _
According to evaluation committee Chairman Richard
Wiley, "The committee's objective ha_ been to make an
assessment of President Enteman," but he added, "I
can 't say precisely what the nature of (our) conclusion
might be." Wiley declined to state whether Enteman
could be fired as a result of the action.
"Performance evaluation is basically a standard
practice" in both the business and academic worlds,
Wiley said. "I don't think that it is suggestive in one
way or the other " that this is the first time it's been
done at Bowdoin.

Enteman was unavailable for comment. According to
Prof. John Turner, head Of the AAUP at Bowdoin,
however, if Enteman is fired or penalized, that
organization may consider taking action, "when and if a
decision is made."
Enteman is a graduate of Williams College and holds
a Ph.D. in philosophy from Boston University. He has
also studied business administration on the postgraduate level at Harvard. Before coming to Bowdoin,
he served as philosophy professor, department chairman and later provost at Union College. Enteman
received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from Colby
last summer.

Lower Cost Textbooks
With the sky-high prices of ,textbooks, the students at
Wesleyan University were comforted to find a store
located in the basement of Downey House, that stays at
ground level. The non-profit student run Wesleyan Book
Co-op offers the lowest prices in Middletown for used
texts. The store buys texts from students and resells
them at 10 to 15 percent above cost.

Rally against the KKK

• IFC Taxes

The committee was formed, he added , because "I
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walked away from a
meeting feeling good about
the meeting."
Dean of Students Earl
Smith, who along with
President Cotter, Vice
President Robert Pullen
and Assistant Dean James
Gillespie, represented the
administration, concurred
with Sheehy. "I thought it
was on the whole very
positive," he said, adding
"cooperatively, we're at
least going to make a stab
at" the problem.
The administration , Smith
said, is prepared to "simply
assist (the fraternities) in
the ' preparation of their
defense in any way we can.

In other news, the administration this week
issued a set of guidelines to
fraternity presidents. The
guidelines, composed by
Smith and Cotter, cover the
basic functions of fraternities, but are still in the
preliminary stage, according to Sheehy. The IFC
plans to discuss them at a
meeting Sunday, he said.
The regulations were
originally to be composed
by the IFC itself, but
Sheehy says the group
decided that a revision of
their constitution took first
priority • and devoted the
summer to that project.

Various political sectors of the Wesleyan community,
the Administration and local politicians rallied together
against an insidious threat to human freedom and
equality, the KKK. There was the quick organization of
an ad hoc group which blossomed into a rally of 500 and
a peaceful protest in Scotland of 100.
Cotter at American Council on. Education
Colby President William
W at erville , Maine
Cotter is in San Francisco as a panelist in a discussion
on retirement benefits and sex discrimination at the
annual meeting of the American Council on Education.

Seminar on Pablo Picasso
The Art Department of Middlebury College is offering
a seminar course on Pablo Picasso to be taught by
Associate Professor of Art John Hunisak. The course
was timed to coincide with the showing of the exhibit of
Picasso's work at the Museum Of Modern Art in New
York City. The exhibit was a collection of more of
Picasso's works than had ever been gathered before.
'
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An explicit three-page questionnaire on sexual
behavior was distributed to freshmen women at Princeton U. recently. The survey was printed on the
stationery of the school's. Sexuality Education Counseling and Health Center and directed students to sign
the form and leave it in mailboxes for pickup. When
some women, .concerned about the privacy of their
replies, turned it directly into the center, the counsellors
were suprised by the questionnaire, which they had
never seen before. According to Princeton officials, the
survey was a fake, probably distributed by "upperclas
males." The school has been unsuccessful in their
search for the culprits.

Staffed by male
medical practitioners

S
J

Sex Poll Fraud
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Colby energy use drops
Miller library and Lovejoy.. windows. If the occupants
of the buildings don 't keep
According to Linn, however,
¦ and them - closed, the price
of
government
"The^
Energy - use dropped college ^ went7 to a great putting them in will be
considerably in 1979-80 and
wasted."
could fall another , 5-6 per- expense to put in storm
cent this year, stated
Energy Project Engineer
Jon Linri.
Linn, who was hired last
year , keeps graphs and
" summaries,
energy
demonstrating .that during
the energy peiriod'of 1979-80,
• by Beth Pniewski ^ , >7
the total usage was 137;7
The coffeehouse opened Saturday ;.night
with blues
BTU's7 (British ;; thermal guitarist John Miller of Philadelphia giving the
Units) which was very low christening performance: 7
compared to preceding
After almost; $5000 worth:: of construction, part of the
years. However, becauses of former Mary Low Dining Hall has been converted into a
the ; increase in electricity nonprofit gathering place for students.
iand oil prices the total cost
According to Mike Federle, coffeehouse committee
chairman, the coffeehouse was suppose to have been
of the energy was $645,899.
Linn said that a criteria ready for freshnian orientationj but construction was not
was set whereby during fall completed.TRight now the committee is working on
and , spring, on sunny days "creating an atmosphere" for the coffeehouse. ,
The idea for a Cpffeehouse originated last year with;a
with 7: ' the'77temperature
between 45-60 degrees and few students who wanted to create an alternative to the
on cloudy days - 55-60 available * campus social functions. A coffeehouse
degrees was high enough to committee was formed.Current officers are TMike
cause the shut down of the Fecferlej chairmah, Sue Perry, Program Director, and
radia tors in the academic Jonathan Baskih, Advertising. Pat Chasse is advisor to
25 students regularly attend the
buildings. He also said that the committee. About
':.; ' ¦.' ''' ¦7.:'-7:
n^,v:
the Emergency Building ' geriCTal-;meeti
Professional entertainment will be fea tured at the
Temperature Restrictions
^
set by President ' Carter coffeehouse on weekends for the rest of the semester.
during the summer's energy Federle said he would;like to see-"the: coffeehouse open
though". On thetoweeknights
the
crisis makes it illegal for everynight eyentually;
be Used
a:s a plaice go on a study
might
c^feehouse
building temperature to
above the range of 55-65 break; or as a meeting place with stereo music.
The committee would also like to see the coffeehouse
'
dejgrees.
~
The seven boiler rooms used for movies, club meetings, poetry readings; one-act
located t hrough out ~ the plays; and perhaps oven; special dinners which could be
campus all showed less cooked in the coffeehouse kitchen.
energy -use in 1^9-80.7Linri
Right now, the coff eehouse menu is limited to coffee,
Taylor variouis teais, -cidery, $nd ¦ pa^teries. The menu is *'low
said 4!Suprisingly,
Hall has; the ¦Iiighesttenergy key'' right how Federle says. When things progress, the
¦ .use index.^That is. not to b e mehu\wUl:expand.:;. . ;';/ :;^.\ ' ,\. , :;v . -;; : . .':; ;¦:
.
expected because it supplies
Finances have come from several sources. Stu-A^ gave
all of. th e new dorms with the coffeehouse $2,780 as a new organization, The Class
heat. It appears; that rthe of 1975 has given;it a large sum of money in the name of ,
large amounts of glass a deceased student member. Two weeks afib there was a
make this hew heating yard sale of old belongings left in the trunk rooms of j
system the most inef- the Quad, Averill, Johnson, arid the New Dorms. Fur-i
ficient. "
'; . *' ; ' . T ' . ' ¦ niture for 'the coffeehouse is on loan form B & G, but the1
, Liriri credits . the , an^ committee , plans on buying .its own when finances1
1980-81 permit , 7 7 ,:.7;7 : '
¦ticijpated' savinj^tfor'
jbo . i;--: ,the ; .\¦;',P1€sptairtment -;.„;,".of'
Federle would eventually like to see one night a week
Energy 's grant " given 7tq set aside as "student night" when students can perform,
Colby ;which7was used to sing, . or; whatever. He also emphasizes that the cominstall storm windows and mittee needs student input and ideas for the cofinsulation.1 Tyiready there feehouse. Anyone interested in performing at the cofare* storm windows in six feehouse or who has ideas is encouraged to contact a
central buildings, including member ot,he coffeehouse cgmmittee.
by Franciene Forte

Coffeehouse provides
^udent gS-tliering place
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Problems;of stolen bicycles and bicycle parts confront Colby campus

Bike thef ts p lague Colby
hours.

by Michelle LeBlanc
Ten bicycles have been
reported stolen f rom th e,,
Colby campus so far this
semester, and according to
Head of SecOrity Jim
Brenrian, as many as fifteen
may actually be missing.
Most of the bikes stolen
have been f rom Dana an d
Foss-Woodman Halls. The
th ef ts appear to h ave ta ken
place in the early morning

Alt hough to date none
have b een recovered, Colby
Security is working in
the
conj unction
with
Waterville Police Department to prevent f urt h er
incidents.
Brennan - expressed a
desire for "some publicity"
on ' the subject of safeguarding bicycles against
theft. He stated that many
students are simply in-

by
trouble
venting
carelessly leaving their
bikes. He suggests that
students not only lock their
bikes but place them
somewhere where they will
be less visible, such as their
room or a storage room
with other bicycles. It would
also benefi t students to
know th e serial num ber of
their bikes in the event that
they are stolen. This will
'aid t he recover y process, he
said.
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StuAStudent government in man y aspects of campus life
by Nancy Finigan :
Most likely you have
recently noticed posters for
Stu-A dorm representative
elections or a sign for a film
sponsored by Stu-A and
may have been unsure what
Stu-A actually stands for.,
the
Student
Stu-A,
is
Association,
Colby's
student
government.
Composed of three main
boards :
the
Stu-A
(Executive Committee), the
(Representative
Stu-Rep
Committee) and the Stu-J
(Judiciary Committee), the
Student Association was
originally
organized
to
increase student influence
in the college community,
enhance the quality of
education and to protect
and insure student rights.
The Executive committee'
nine
is
composed
of
members elected by the
student body in early
March.
The Executive
Otis,
Chairperson, Jay
presides over the Student
Association
and
Sara
Robinson, the Committee
Chairperson makes appointments to, and serves
as a f hairneirson of, stan-.
^- -sub-committees. working

With them are the other
board members, two of
whom serve as student
representatives
to
the
Board of Trustees and the
Other five chair the subcommittees
of
StuA:Academic . Life, Public
Information,
Treasury,
Cultural Life and Social
Life.
Stu-A budget for this
academic year was approximately $102,000. This
money comes from part of
the general fee included in
the tuition which when
broken down comes to about
$60 per person. Tom Stahl,
a
member
of
the
Treasurer 's
Committee,
said that $9000 of this year's
budget is a surplus from
last year. Stu-A allocates
this money to student clubs
and other organizations on
Each spring Stu-A sends
out budget forms to be
tlv>
completed
by

new

clubs

become

recojgnized.
hi addition to the money
allocated
to
these
organizations ,
Stu-A
finances all-campus bashes,
movies , dances- and concerts.

Stu-J

Stu-A
Rep
The
Representative Assembly
consists of one person from

Judiciary board is currently
composed of 12 students.
The two-part board, composed of the Judiciary

Information Chairperson to

students in their dorm.
-

The

Student

Board and the Appeal
maintains -the
Board,
student's right v to participate effectively with the
faculty
and
the
administration : 7 in 7 the
disciplinary
sphere
of
Colby.
7 .
The Judiciary
Board
works in association with
Dean, Smith in determining
disciplinary
action
for
students. The student-run
board's two advantages are
that, "students sitting in
judgement of their fellow

students can giyelthe most
understanding.' a. hearing of
the particular students" and
also , "student participation
in discipline /urther advances^7 student responsibility."
; ;j
7
The Sti^eht Association
strives to insure a diversity
of activity bptions^at Colby;
If you have any ideas or
suggestions, why not attend
a
Stu-A meeting any
Monday at 8:00 or drop by
the Stu-A office at 120
Roberts Union.

Stu-Rep brin gs students, adiiiiiio together
by Cindy Kim
In the interest of bringing
the students - and administration
closer
together,
the
Student
Representative Assembly
(defunct for the past two
years) is being revived this
fall.
Headed by 4he Public
Information Chairperson,
the assembly will consist of
student
representatives
from each dorm, fraternity
house anil from among the
off—campus people, and
will meet at least once a
month. The purpose of this
group will be to give
students a means of communicating their thoughts
and questions to the Stu—A
and therefore, to the administration.
Each meeting will be
opened by a different
speaker, usually a member
of Colby's administration.
The first one is scheduled to
be President Cotter. In his
opening speech, Cotter is
expected to explain his role
here and his visions of
Colby for the next ten
>
years.
Each month, following the
guest's speech, there will be

organization . In the fall
.general hearings are held
with, the Stu- A board and
the organizations where
recommendations
and
decisions on the amount of
money allocated to each
club are made.This is a

• Stu-A budget
Continued from Page 1

keep accurate records, figures they presented were felt
to be inflated. Additionally, more renovations of their
basement in Runnals were done ttran had been accounted for, and $800 in "miscellaneous" was removed
by reallocating the expenses to production costs.
Other clubs operating on budgets below or comparable
to last year's include: Photography, which invested
heavily in new equipment last year and failed to declare
received revenues into their budget this year, and the
French Club, which chose to use their own money last
year and ignore the funds allocated them.
On the other hand, WMHB was granted its budget of
$9733 despite last minute changes. The station suffered
from poor bookkeeping last year Neville said, but this
year's operating cost of about $4300 is well below last
year 's which exceeded $6000. They got money for new
equipment and $5400 was needed to increase die
station 's wattage.
The Oracle was given an increased budget to offset
their publisher's unexpected price hikes. Additionally,
the ECHO was given its requested budget of $16000,
including money for a headliner machine, which is
expected to halve the operating costs of the paper.'
Finallv. new clubs such as Geology and Cycling were
allocated funds averaging $250 per club. In all budgets,
inflation was expected to have been accounted for by
§_»ch club separately.
Otis was highly complimentary of the Budget Committee's work this fall, noting the large amount of time
they spent on the budget, but he was surprised at the
student body 's apathy. He remarked, "I'm optimistic in
the sense that the budget system was open, and that the
committee put so much time into it. I'm concerned that
so few people chose to play a part in it, "
He further notes that any Stu-A or budget meeting is
open to everyone and that students should make their
priorities known to committee members. He hopes for a
slight surplus in this year's budget.
Neville, as t he treasurer, now has a paid student
bookkeeper, Sally Fernstein. This frees* Neville to
control all funds and check on each club's spending
policy. Things will also be made easier in the future
since a system, of records for each club lias been
established.
•
He also hopes to publish an article in the ECHO before
next spring's dub elections outlining what financial
expertise, an officer should have. A lack of bookkeeping
knowhow by club officers, he asserts, was th e greatest
detriment'¦ ¦ to an otherwise smooth running budgetary
process. '

every dorm or frat. These
students
collect
and
categorize opinions of the
student body, attempting to
fairly represent a general
outlook of Colby life. They
also
disseminate
information from the Public

completely student run
process.
Throughout the
year clubs may make ah
appeal for-more money and

(

Newly appointed chairperson of the Student
Representative Assembly/ Laura Littlefield /
a period during which Association.
or she will insure that the
students will be allowed to
Laura Littlefield, y the issue will ; be taken to the
ask the speaker questions newly—appointed . chair- assembly which can advise
pertaining to the issues person, stresses that the the Stu—A to act" r /
raised. Later, the floor will success of this assembly
IJecause the assembly is
open to the representatives depends mainly on student
for a general discussion of support. "In the past; when purely.,advisory, Littlefield
any matters called to their anyone has had a valid says she cannot guarantee
attention by the students problem concerning the solutions to our problems
they represent. On vote of school, there has .been no but at least, with our
the committee,. the chair- definite person to go to for support,; she can call ¦aW
person will present certain help. Now all you have to tention to the needs of the>
problems to th« Student do is go to your rep. and he student ,body. ,
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THE FINEST MENU

by Bob Hoffman
- Colby bookstore sales
indicate " some interesting
and perplexing patterns to
reading habits at the school,
according to bookstore
manager Sue Beth Fair. 7
First all book;sales ( trade
and textbooks) are down
this year with only 60 per
cent of the; texts ordered
expected to be sold. Text
sales have slumped annually and last year when
there were 150 students
more than expected, text
sales were lower than the
previous year. This lack of
sales, attributable to; the
spirahng costs of the books,
has forced many students to
share required texts, use
library facilities more
extensively, or simply to go
without reading certain
books.. \.77.7 7 7:- After seven7 years : of
working at the bookstore,
Fair is "appalled .at how
few people read anything
beyond required reading. "
An ex-librarian, Fair is an
ardent reader and strongly
believes that a complete
education entails a lot of
reading. Colby is her fourth
college book store position
and she feels that there is a
noticeable difference in the
reading habits of this school
compared to the others she
hais observed. , For example, she states that Aritioch
College sells between $8000$9000 worth of trade books
monthly while Colby sells
only $16,000 worth annually,
including summer sale^.
At Colby, 6ne-thir_ of all
the books purchased are
from the juvenile category.
Some of these books are
purchased, Fair believes,
by Colby students for their
personal reading; others
are bought for younger
relatives as gifts and some
are purchased by students
involved, in the Big,Brother
or Big Sister organizations.
In addition, Fair cites that
Colby has '!a reputation for
having the best juvenile
collection ,in t a , 5 0 mile
radius of Waterville,"
If the statistics concerning juvenile book sales
are accountable there, still

Red Crosi
now for a 7
Wood donor
—¦
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Kaye Cross, class of 1984, checking out the famed
Kiddie Section of the Colby bookstore.
" . - , 7' " . '

/

remains much uncertainty
surrounding the fact that so
few, books from other
categories are purchased by
Colby students. Fair is
greatly "disillusioned at the
lack of interest in supplementary • reading" at
Colby and feels that the

..

7

;

'

'

'. '

' ' ¦ '

. '' .

students are "cheating
themselves" by not expanding their literary
horizons.
Many different techniques
have been tried at the book
store to increase book sales
but to no avail. Pepperidge
Farm cookies, red lollipops,

and bubble gum are the hot
commodities- .hot books.
Fair says she lias "learned
to Jive with the lack of interest in reading" on the
part of Colby students but
still feels frustration that
such a trend exists at a
school of Colby's-caliber.
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And some members of Congress .
want to bring back draft registration,
"just In case."

3

J
S
5
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^
OPEN EVERY night*
S
T 12

Sewy'd p /iatmacy

Within 90 days the President can
order the induction of
eighteen-year-olds into the Armed Forces.

Don't wait until Uncle Sam gets
your name and number.
Find out now what you can do
. to oppose draft registration,
"just in case."
.
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call Mike Federle if you have a spare hour or two and
would like to help.
Student performersare also encouraged to contact the
Coffeehouse. . Sue Perry is in charge _f?^gramming

• Coffeeho use

Continued from Page 1

-.
and would like as much student input as possible.
;
The Geoff Ives* piano recital last Sunday was a
remarkable success. Geoff, a Colby senior, played for
two hours tp a crowd of over fifty. Other student entertainers - singers, dancers, jugglers,.etc. - are invited
to perform in the Coffeehouse. "Opeii mike" nights are
also tentativelyscheduled for this semester.
Professional entertainers will be playing in the_ Coffeehouse every weekend. Burton and Tapper will play
this Friday at 9 p.m.. Dimow and Carr, the blues and
folk duo from Maine,7 are coming on Saturday; All
shows will carry a cover charge of $1. And
No alcohol is served by the Coffeehouse staff , but professional
that's
a
small
price to pay for Maine's finest enavailable thirst quenchers include coffee or a wide tertainment.
variety of teas or cider. Donuts are served, and popcorn
too; any selection is just 25 cents. A wider range of food
and drink can be expected when die Coffeehouse
becomes more established.
became vocal as the crowd began to talk over Miller's
guitar. Miller was able to put on a fantastic show in
spite of the competition.
"The Coffeehouse has an ambience all its own.
Checkered table cloths cover small round tables which
are surrounded by an assortment of cast-away desk
chairs. Each table is graced with a red glass candle
which adds immensely to the quiet Coffeehouse mood.
Old church pews line the walls and the "stage'- is set
in a corner near the bav window.

Book sale successful
by R uth Ph elps

The book sale in the
Miller Library last Saturday was , a success for all
involved.
A book sale sponsored by
the
Colby
Library
Association was held in the
"Pit" of Miller Library
Saturday.
The sale featured a wide
variety of print materials,
including books by Maine
poets, military and fine
binding books, and prints.
It was attended by a large
number of Colby students
and community members.
The organizers of the sale
were Schuyler Mott, owner

of Books 'n Things from
Oxford,
Me.,
Harold
Pestrana, President of the
Colby Library Association,
and Fraser Cocks, Curator
of the Miller Library
Special Collections. Cocks
declared the sale a success,
adding that, "We had fifteen antiquarian and out of
print book dealers and five
publishers from Maine here.
The dealers apparently
were happy. They enjoyed
talking with each other, and
were pleased that there
were actually people buying
from them...We probably
had 500 or 600 people
passing through. "

Plans for decorating the Coffeehouse are still in the
making. A homier atmosphere will be achieved when
the ceiling is painted dark. A kind of ceiling gridwork,
similar to that in the Hillside Complex, w_Q enable
Coffeehouse workers to hang overhead lights and
spotlights on the performers.
The proposed gridwork will also allow student artwork
to be hung on the walls and plants to be hung in the
window. Anyone willing to donate hanging plants, artwork or time should contact Sue or Mike.
^
The Coffeehouse is for all Colby students and will soon
be open on weeknights as a place to gather, relax, and
listen to stereo music.
The main room (but not the kitchen) will be open
during the day as a study or seminar room. Volunteers Colby students enjoy listening to John Miller.
to set up and serve food are desperately heeded. Please
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WANTED

Birth control counseling offered
by Wendy Barnes
Colby students interested
in ^obtaining information
about birth control now
have the option of consulting a member of the
Peer Birth Control Counseling Group.
Members of this group
are upper class students
who have expressed interest
in making available accurate birth control information to the student
body; and have been

recommended
by
the \
Dean's office and the
school's
clinical
psychologist.
Training for the peer
birth control counseling
group program entails
meeting for an hour a week
over an eight week period,
ending at Christmas. Jane
Schwartz', Health Associate
for the Garrison-Foster
Health Center, anticipates
nine or ten students to
complete the program, now
in its second year of
existence. - During the

training
sessions
the
students learn a multitude
of basic facts about birth
control, in addition to . in-'
creasing their,ability to deal
with peers . through role
playing exercises! ;
At the conclusion of their
training, the peer counselors will be qualified to
answer
questions
oh
methods of birth . control.
Schwartz stressed the fact
that they will also be able J;o
discern if the student should
be referred .Q7 the appropriate medical personnel

CEC plans apple cidering
by Nancy Welsh

board in Roberts.
On Saturday, Nov. 7, the
CEC will sponsor a beach
walk on bar Harbor. The
group will try to rent a bus
"
for transportaion.
Future activities include a
Mid—October contradance
in conjunction with the
Mesalonskee Folk Music
arid Chowder Society and
the Outing Club. Also, ih
the spring, the CEC will do
its annual maple sugaring.
The: CEC 4's trying to put
together a scrapbook of
environmental issues.
Anyone wishing to contribute to this can do;so
through-y the intercampus

The Colby Environmental
Council is a group concerned with informing the
campus
about
enissues.
vironmental --According to the president,
Jeff Russell, "we are trying
to* make others aware of the
issues through various trips,
films, and speakers."
One coming event is the
traditional apple cidering
an Sat., Oct 11, at 2:00 p.m.
It will be done at Professor
Hogendorn's house. Those
interested in biking will
meet in the Quad at 1:00.
Anyone wanting to join can
sign up on the CEC bulletin mail!': _77 ¦ ' ¦/* . ' ' - ;

CEC also is running the
newspaper recycling efforts on campus. This is
their basic money making
venture. They have located
silver bins in all the dorms
for students to stack
newspapers (no magazines)
in.
The
meetings
are
irregular and open to all
who are interested. The
meeting's times, along with
important imformation are
posted on the bulletin board.
Russell seems optimistic
about the CEC this year:
"We're looking good this
year, especially with many
interested freshmen.

Outin g club discovers Maine
by Ron Krevat
"It offers so much!" was
the way Outing Club
member Ellen Mclntyre
described the . club and
indeed it does. Colby's
oldest and largest club, with
approximately 250 members, . takes advantage of
and
Maine's mountains
parks.
Hiking trips to Mt. Katahdin, Acadia National Park
and Litchfield, and a rafting
trip on a branch of the
Penobscot Riyer are just
some of the trips . that the
club has sponsored thus, far
this year. The club will also
sponsor an Appalachian
Trail maintenance trip on
seventeen—mile
Colby's
section of these trails on
October 10—12.
A cookout on Runnals Hill

on October 9 at 5 pm, a
contra dance on October 24,
and a mail—order sale this
week on Eastern Mountain
Sports equipment are just
some of the events the ;cl_b
has lined up for < the hear
future. In the EMS sale, to
be held at the Outing Club
office in " Roberts* ". the
^
equipment
will be marked
down by 18 percent, according to COC president
Ben Lentz.
.
This year, the club will
sponsoring
such
start
courses as equipment care
and use, cross-country
white-^water
skiing, :'"
canoeing , and mountain
medicine. Also, the COC is
currently co-sponsoring a
kayaking course with the
phys ed department. The
club- would like Marshall
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BAD HAIRSTYLES
REWARD

• Great Looking Hairstyle
'• Healthy Manageable Hair
. • Professionable Advice On
The Correct Products

'

HEAD QUARTERS
" Salon
; Hair Styling
113 Main St,Waterville
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Dodge, of Bert and I fame,
to lecture to the club to
promote club unity, according to Lentz.
Membership is $5. Paid
members may rent any
equipment for a two dollar
deposit. The COC lends but
cooking utensils, backpaclts,
cross—country skis, canoes,
tents, snow shoes, sleeping
bags, and day packs. The
club office is open from 1—2
and from 6:30—7:30 Mon.
through Thurs., and from
1-r2 p.m. on Fri.
Members may plan their
own trips by, sticking a signup sheet at Roberts' Union
and signing up interested
club members. These individually-initiated
trips
further
diversify • the
school's largest and most
diverse group.
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HEA DQUARTERS

for professional counseling
or questions of a medical
nature. She hopes that
students will feel less
inhibited speaking to a peer
than they would to a doctor
or nurse, and that they will
make use of the opportunity
to solicit accurate birth
control information. .
This year, a few males
have been added to the
group of peer counselors. Al
Danz, one of the new peer
.counselors, cites this addition as being very worthwhile, saying "I'm concerned that not many guys
on campus know anything
about birth control or care.
Most males would feel
inhibited talking to a female
and I feel it is important
that both men and women
be aware of the options
available to them:"
Names of the peer
counselors-will be made
available to the dorm staffs
and published in the ECHO
at a later date. Anyone who
wishes to make an appointment with a peer
counselor should call the
infirmary.
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Kath y Gallop, Clay Hutch ison, and Laureilie-Suesanne Jacobs

Bob McCurdy

' tWFMace' charms audience
ArsenicandO
by Lisa Smith

Clay Hutchison and Mark d'Entremont as the Brewster
brothers are ready to fight out old grievances.

D.E instein (Matt Schofield) tries to convince Jonathan
to leave . Brooklyn.

Colby's first production of the year , Arsenic and Old
Lace, charmed parents said students alike this last
weekend . Joseph Kesselr ing's comedy about the crazy
Brewster family has not lost its charm since its first
performance.
7
Laureillie- Suesanne Jacobs and Kath y Gallop were
excellent as the Brewster aunts.
Their . charac :
terizat ions of the two old ladies were both physically
Jacob 's facial expressions
and vocally consistent.
typified her character , while Gallop's one-liners were
done in a marvelousl y undershated way.
Clay Hutchison did an super b. .. job as Mortimer
Brewster.
His transitions from hysteria to calm
demonstrated his actin g versatility. One flaw, however,
concerns his scenes with his fiance , Elaine , which were
.
at times, unconvincin g.
Mark d'Ent remont tackled the role of the villian .
Jonathan Brewster. D'Entremont both sounded and
appeared to be convincingly menacing. His best
moments were when his cold veneer crac ked and ,
Jonathan became th ree dimensional.
Dave Worster put in an outstandin g performance. His
physical stature and his internalization of Teddy
Roosevelt stole the show. His command of the role had
the audience imoatientiv waitin g for his entra nces;
Kar en Varnum 's portrayal of Elaine was> uneven. The,
good comic timing Varnum possessed was destroyed by
consistently shrill pitch. Her escape from the cellar
demonstrated the potential of which she was capable.
Matt Schotieid gave a less than solid performance as
Dr. Einstein.
His diction was garbled and his uncontro lled energy was obtrusive at times. He was
strong however in the third act whikrhe was eying up
Mortimer.

Others deserving special mention are-Bb b McCurdy,

whose : accent charmed and delighted / the audi ence;
P eter Buzzini, : whose unparallel ed comic timing was

reminiscent of Tim/Conway, and John Polimeno (alias
Lt. Rooney) who , captu red our att ention from his entrance to his exit. 7,7;r f '?\ ~~: ::: 777- \y 77
All in all , Arsenic and Old Lace was a fine pro ductio n
with a cast that worke d well together. The set was
function al and the fighting .cleanly.done. The fast pace:
coupled with , good timing added up to a wonderful show
to kick off a new theater season.
>

Laurellll e-Suesahne < Jacobs and Kathy
perf ect as the zany Brewster aunts .

Gallop are

Har psichord player Movie Clock
100
perforin s Oct. 15
i

i

October 9 • October 16
COLBY COLLEGE
Lovejo y
10,12 BLOW UP
7&9j.m.
-tarring David Hemmings, Venessa Redgrave ,
and Sarah Miles $1.00
11
MICKEY ONE '
7:30 p.m.
starring Wairen Beatty ' FREE '
¦
11
BILL Y LIAR ,
9:30 p,m.
'
"
Julio
starrin
g
Christie
FREE
'
"
>
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15
THREE STOOGES-NIGHT " " 7 & 9:30 j.tn.
.' '
Tho MaiJ K Brothers classics , $1.00

Fernando Valenti internationall y known virtuoso of
the harpsichord , will open the Colby Community Music
gerie s_.with __ concert this Oct. 15,, Valenti wJ. 1 perform
pieces by Bach , Handel and Scarlatti . This concert ,
scheduled for 8 p.m. in Given Auditori um , is" part of a
world tour celebrating Mr. Valenti' s 30th anniversary
season. Tickets sell for $6.50 ($4.50 for students ) and
are .avaiu iblq at the Student Activities Office. As
Harriet Ji nea, of the New York Post , said , "If you don 't
like the harpsichord , go to hear "Mr: Valenti: ' He will
RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA
make you change your mind. "
Subscri ption scries tiqkes for this .concert and the next
7 &' 9.30 p.m. '
9-12 i TILL MARRLAGE . DO US PART
two shows' are also being sold. The GBK Boston Artists
,t
starring Laura AntonolU $2.50
Ensemble , with Andrew wolf on piano ,'is scheduled for
'
' 7 & 9:30,p.m.
" 13-15 GIZMO ! ' ' < '
'
Nov, 12, TThe Apple Hill Chamber Players , a soxtet of
<
"A full scale comedy riot" directed by
71 >
piano , and " stri ngs from New Ham pshire , i$.. on the
'
Howard Smith $2,50
calendar for-th is spring. Series tickets for all three
^btys^rO fi*, Q(only r $10 for , Colby' s.udente ). , Series ¦ ' 16-19 GONE WITH THE WIND ' ' < ' '" ' . »• > 7:15 only >< ¦>
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Til Marria ge Do Us Part '
about this one . It 's better
done than most, but you
If going to see Blow Up on have to sort of ignore the
your mind in
Friday night doesii't excite plot and leave
'
a
suitc
ase.
you, or if you are really not
interested in going down to
Cinema Center to see The What makes this movie
Octagon or Caddyshack , -superior to other films,
then run your -little tail however , is the star. Laura
down to Ra ilroad , Square Antonelli is one of the most
Cinema to see Laura beautiful women ever to be
Antonelli in Till Marria ge put on celluloid. She brings
Do Us Part. This interestin g to the bride 's role great
Italian film is playing this presence , a refined sense of
and comic timing, and she gives
Friday,
Thursday,
the role something more
Saturda y at RR Sauare.
than it deserves. Judith
The film's plot is really Crist says,"Till Marriage
rather stupid : A young Do Us Part proves - that
couple on their wedding Laura
Antonelli ,
the
night discover that they are ravishing
beauty
of
really half-brother
and Wifemistress
and
The
sister. However , if they let Innocent , is a superb
anyone know about this , the comedienne. " Throughout
pair will loose a large the film, she is a joy to
ihheritence , so they decide behold.
to
have
a - pla tonic
marriage.
The same can be said
about the film 's directin g,
There is just one problem by Luigi Cornencini. The
the bride , Eugenia , is a movie is filled with atvirg inal beaut y, eager to mosphere suggesting an d
learn the pleasures of the color depictin g Eugenia 's
pent-up sexual frustra tion.
-a
flesh.
The bright , sunl it scenes
Complicat ions arise here , as show the opp ress ive Sicilian
the situation creates a summer heat ; and t hen
"'hilarious tug-of-war bet- there 's the Eiffle tower in
ween lust and moralit y."
those.Par is scenes - always
On the surface , it is little looming in the background
more than another Ital ian like a .. .well , we won't get
sex comedy and there is int o Freu d here. In the
reall y noth ing unusual flashback
scenes.
by Scott R. Sophos

Bur ton and Tapper , on guita r and flute , will app ear in the coffeehouse this/Frida y.

Burton and Tapper a mellow p air
by Karen Pf eiff er

, This Friday night , the Coffeehouse welcomes back one of the most popular
acts to appear here at Colby, the vocal-flute-and-guitar duo known as Burton
and Tapper. Keith Burton and Steve Tapper 's repetoire , which,includes songs
by such varied artists as Steely Dan , Billy Joel , Pat Metheny, and the Eagles
is sure to appeal to just about everyone.
Keith and §teve have been performing together since September 1976, and
have been enthu siastically received at colleges around the country . Unity
College called Burton and Tapper "the biggest hit of the fall semester " and
New England College described their music as "beautiful , and at times almost
magical. " So don't miss out and come on down to the Coffeehouse , relax with
some good food and back gammon, and hear a duo whose talent , variety and
style make Mary Low the place to be this weekend! !

Cornencini uses light and
color techniques to depict
the past. All the flashbacks
have an aged, yellowish1 tirfi.
to them and throughout ui.
f ilm he uses a kind of
slapstick
comedy
rem iniscent of the Mack
Sennet comedies of old.
On the whole , the film is
an incred ible amount of f un ,
well worth the t ime, if you
feel you need a laugh , an d a
wonderful , opportunity to
simply gaze at a truly
beautiful actress.

ISli&fcespeare lovers Barber and Kincaid perform Oct . 13
British Shakespearea n actors Deirdre Barber and
Art hur,Kincaid ; will visit Colby this Monday, Oct. 13,
with their unique show. They will be presenting Flashes
of Lightenin g, a Series of scenes from six Shakespeare
plays perf ormed in costume ,, in Lorimer Chapel at 8
p.m.
Kincaid and Barber , a married couple from Oxford ,
England , are tourin g in the United States Ibis
academic year under the auspices of the Oxford Area
Arts Council. This will be their third visit to the U.S.
toured in.En gland ,
with this progr am, which they haye:
Portugal; Austria and German y. «
The show itself is an hour—long tour de force which

the actors devised and designed themselves four years
ago. Beginning and ending with a wooing scene, they
transform themselves from Richard III and Lady Anne
through Hamlet and Ophelia , Orlando and Rosalind ,
Macbeth and his lady, to conclude as Petruchio and
—swift chan ges of
Kate , throu gh a series bf lightening
¦
*,
. ,
costume and character.
Shakespeare
at
readin
g
starte
d
who
Arthur Kincaid ,
English
has
to
degrees
in
from
at
8,
5 and actin g
Americ an universities and a doctorat e from Oxford ,
where , in addition to actin g and directing, he was
President of Oxford Universit y Ballet Club and performed in mime and dance. Kincaid has led a double
back to the 18th and 19th ,
centur y and include Chinese
woodcuts , In di an miniature
paintings and manuscripts
and maste r works by such
Hiroshige ,
artists 7 as
Kuniyoshi; and Kunisada ,

life as actor and scholar , teaching English literature
and drama in universities all over the world and
publishing scholarly books and ar ticles.
Deirdre Barber studied drama and english at Hull
University in Yorksh ire , and later entered the
prof essional theatre , acting with touring companies and
for BBC television . Barber spends her free time
directirtgj desigri ingand writing plays. Three of her own
plays and her script for a revue have been produced.
Flashes of Ligh tening is sure to brighten Colby 's
Monday night and , best of all admission for this
amazing performan ce is only $1.

*¦ CONCERT:
The Clouds will take
"Bach :
Organ
Music Colby by storm thi s Friday.
Reflectin g the Instrum ent -. . night at 9 p.ni ; in Foss.
Slide This five—membe r band
He
Played. "
presentation , and lecture- from Portland nerfnrmR n
recital by Professor Adet "special , blend of jazzHeinrich this Sun., Oct , 12, rock ;" and according to
Social Life Chairman Sam
at 4 p.m.
Th e modern pi eces consist
, Weiser , "they 're a great
of a large group of original
group ¦¦ to listen
and dance
¦
woodcuts; etchin gs and
• ¦ . •¦ ¦ _ 7 > ¦
SCHOO NER FARE sails in tO. "
, lithographs by such world
A special exhibition ; and .
to the Performing Arts
The Clouds concert will be
sale of original Oriental Art
renowned contempora ries
Center at Bath this Sat. , "mellow—oriented " for the
will be presented on Wed.,
as Salt , Katsuda and Maki .
Oct. 11. This lively trio is most part. Selections from
Oct , 15 from 10 a.m. to 5 ,.
P r ints are shown in open
renowned for their gutsy such groups as Steely Dan , ,
portfolios in an informal
p.m. in Roborts Union
nautica l songs and tlieir tlie Dooblcs, and Ambrosia
Gallery. Approxi mately 500
atmos phere an d the cam pus
tradition al Irish ballads . will be fea tured , ,
pieces from Ja pan ,' China
The concert is set for 8 p.m.
The Last Unicorn will
India , Tibet , Nepal and
is invited to.browse otrou gn there is surel y a treasu re to and costs $3 to $5. For more cater th e' dance and like
Thailand , will ; bo shown < \ Baltimore ; Maryland .
tliis fascina tin g , collection, ; •be ' 7 found ( for . most info, call .the PACB ¦)at 442- ' • most Social' Life activities , > <
and sold ^. Mo^Ltd. ^r , . •>, Tho;. qWc^J/i prints date Thd prlue .range, is .wMw »W . , „; • ev%ohe'S^dget,/;7,^;»: M
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Two day conference
comes to a close
by Craig Bystrynski and Lisa Hallee

"The conference is first class" and is an "important
front ier in our society," sta ted L awrence M cQuad e,
Senior Vice President of W.R.Grace and Co., echoing
the sentiments of many of the participants in the
Business and Liberal Arts Conference held at Colby last
week.
The conf erence involved sixteen internat ional business
lea ders , sixteen Colby faculty members ' an d nine
students in a series of discussions over a two-day period
on the validity of a liberal arts education in the business
worl d.
According to Melvin Hill, president of Gulf Oil
Exploration and Pr oduction Co., the conference was, "a
good attempt to bridge the gap between specialization
and the liberal arts. "
Hill noted that , "the use for generally trained people
in my division is limited , but in other areas , especially
on the financial side, there 's a need for such people." He
added , "A liberal arts bacgroumd , if supplemented with
specialized education , can be an assett. "
Dwight Allison, president of the Boston Co., stated
that his firm hires only persens with a liberal arts
background 1. This is based on the "conviction that one
doesn't have to have an MBA to .contribute , at least in
the business we're in," he said. Allison also noted that
the participants in the confer ence are "such a diverse
is
group that the likelihood of there being unanimity
¦
probably zero - and that' s not unhealthy. " ' - '
•' "Somewhere along the lines," however , declared
Alexander Schmidt-Fellner , president of the copper
division of Amax, Inc., "there has to be mutual grounds.
The colleges will have to examine how the y can pre par e
students , t hrou gh specializat ion , for th e real worl d."
Patricia Fritts of Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. felt that ,
"business is changing. Jobs are being designed to
motivate people and not to lock them into career ladders. Liberal arts students have the abilit y to conceptual ize and deal with chan ge. The y know how to
th ink an d how to anal yze."
" You shouldn 't try to plan your life too far in advance ," in any case , stated Franc is Stankaid of Chase
Manhattan Bank. " Who know what you'll be doing iri
twenty-five years? I didn 't have any idea I ' d end up
where I am (when I was in college) ."
Accord ing to Cha irman of the Board Robert Anthon y,
that' s exactly what Colby plans to do. "It' s premature to
talk specifically," he sa id , but the school now plans to
see what it can "do differentl y for people going into
business-,"
The conference was funded by a grant from the
Shelby Conwyi Davis Foundation of New York City and
Anthony termed it a "one-shot deal." He does hope for
"more contact between the business leaders and the
college," though.
Prof. Thomas Tietenberg , 9 faculty representative to
the conference , added, "I would be very sur prised if
some of these ( business ) people don 't rea pp ear at
Colby."

Studertt . David Stra ge,
Economics Prof. Tietenburg
chat with business leaders
ait Colby's , Conference on
business and liberal arts . To
left , students Chris Hasty
Strage ,
and ;.;; ' David .
" Economics Prof. Gemery
lunch in Roberts Union with
Tim
Foote 7 of 7. Time
Ma gaz ine
arid . Dwight
Allison of; the Boston
Conipahy.¦ (Photos by News*
Bureau ) .. ¦• ' ' / ' ,r ' . ¦.' .- ¦ ' ¦ .' ' '.:. '••
.

Media representatives offer encoura gement and advice
by Lucy Nichols
"Go to work for a small newspaper - the bigger

the news paper , the harder it is but you can make it

if you are good at it and get a lot of experience ,"
says Tim Foote , Senior Editor of Time Magazine
and a partici pant in Colby 's Conference of Business
and the Liberal Arts last week .
«
"Try to write a few pieces for a local feature
magazine ," he advises and adds with a grin ,
"Ever yone is willing to give you a chance. "
Four representatives of the national media attended the Conference and spoke with the ECHO on
the value of a liberal arts education , its application
in the news business, and new specialties
developing within the field,
Internships are "the middle class re-inventing
apprenticeshi ps'* says Foote and adds they are a
great way for a rookie to pick up necessary skills.
In broadcasting, the necessary skills are a " voice
and a technique " says Mary Thompson , President
of the Maine Broadcasting Associat ion. She advises ,
"going to a radio station and coming up through the
ranks '' to get the requisite training. "Personality on
air is really important ," she says , "personality and
intelli gence."

Outside the newsroom , liberal arts stud ents are
generall y in sales or station promotion Which
requires "verve and far out ideas " according to
Thompson.
The media represent atives agreed th at liberal
arts is a strong background for rep orting but
stressed that experience was critical .
"A reporter is a generalist ," says Robert
November , Senior Vice Presi dent of the New York
Times Company and "I think a liberal arts
background forces you to think in a critica l way
about yours elf, society, history , and its Impact on
current events." Liberal ar te breeds " a willingness
to criticize almost anything, " he says.
At the Wall Street Journal , the majori ty of the
news staff aro liberal arts stude nts with the
remainder being journalism school graduates. "I do
not think the re is a preference ;" comments Edwa rd
Coney, Vice President for News at the the. Journal.
Time 's Foote describes editor s, newsmen and
writers as "Capitalist dropo uts " and adds that
Time is not interested in journali sm majors , vit is
what you know about logic, general knowledge and
your fitness of mind andho w fast you can get to the
center of things ," that makes a reporter says Footo.
When hiring, Time asks for short stories and

poetry from job , applicants to cull writer s Mwith
little bit of flash and a sense of writing ," fie adds.
"The representati ves criticized graduates for pool
communica tions skills.
"An absence of gener al knowledge,", says Foote ,
"and a lack of precision in talki ng, even in a subject of exper tise" plague s today 's graduates ; The
difficulty is "how to find time to give a liberal arts
education and give busine ss the training it needs,"
says Foote.
Rigorous high school progr ams are the answer
Foote , "then college students are not re-learning
how to read and finding out who the Goths were all
over again " and more time could be spent both v
developing ¦ business skills ' and getting a broa d
education. ' . ¦;
- Job opportunities aro avail able In tho media ,
especially for trained women and minor ities as the
. industry hustles to comply with FCC and affirmative action guidelines as well as in specialty
areas like science , business , and legal writing
which are rapidl y ,expanding. 7
"It helps to be a woman or black ,", but says
Foote , "to bo very smart in a short; qui qk way.' pe
able to write faster than everyone else, or to nave a
passion for writing are the ¦essential talents ;" ' \. 7¦ ; ¦
¦ ' "?¦ ¦< ': ¦ : ¦ ¦'¦ V ' : ' ; . i , , ' ,:' 1 ' , , ,
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Offensive difficulties
frustrate soccer team
¦^ Men s Soccer
'

J^

by Steven Nicholas
The game is rigged. It' s like the booth at the fair
where you pay fifty cents to try andT throw a five-inch
ball through a four-inch hole. The men's varsity soccer
team outshot New England College 32-13 last Saturday
under a persistent drizz le at Loebs Field. They lost the
game 2-1. It has to be rigged.
For the first twent y minutes of the contest , the Colby
halfbacks owned Loebs Field, puddles and all. With
very few exceptions, the midfielders kept the ball in the
New England half of the field,; and the Mule offense
congregated around the New England cage as if they
were in a pre-game shooting drill.
"Everyone , including myself, thought that we'd win
by eight or nine goals after those first twenty minutes ,"
shrugged a baffled coach Mark Serdjenian. ''We had
five or six excellent scor ing chances , and they might
have had the ball past midfield twice. *'
But the Mules could manage just a one-goal lead on an
Ivor Lunking tally. Still, it seemed only ai matter of
time before the threatening Mule offense exploded in a
merciless release of the offensive frustrations which
have plagued them since day one. .It never came, and
dur ing the wait the Pioneers snuck two past Colby
. v
goalie Jamie O'Neil .
7<
• Even down 2-1 the Mules were in such control tha t it
didn 't seem to warrant serious concern . As usual , the
Mules were getting their cliahces. Mark Schafer , who ;
has been seeing plent y of, action and has played extremely well, had a couple, includin g a blisterin g drive
from the middle of the eighteen-yard line that the
Pioneer goalie hobbled before finally hauling it in.
Stopper Pat Fortin 's head shot off a nicely-placed
corner kick soared just wide , and on an indirect kick cocaptain Tom Betro 's sh ot was def lected over the
crossbar by the New England netmihder.
Near the end of the half , the Pioneer offense came
alive temp orarily, and a pp lied the pressure to O 'Neil .
For a bri ef period of about four minutes , the Mule
defense was reduced ; to a bunch of frantic legs tr ying to
kick the ball out of the danger zone. Sweeper Josh
Bruns got caught on a smart tripping call after he
upended a Pioneer forward on his -way to a breakawa y
on O'Neil about twenty feet out. But a massive human
wall of about seven Mules formed within seconds , and
the shot was blocked, as was the ensuing rebound.
. Speedster Dan Roy finished off the half with . two
gleaming scoring chances. On a long, lofty , and perfectly placed cross ball from Tim Cross , Roy half-vollied
a shot hard but high. Seconds later Roy created a
scoring opportunity from a swarm of Pioneer defenders.
Emerging with the ball from the right corner he rifled
a shot off the side of the¦ net.
The half ended 2-1, New
Eii_fland . ' ' .7": 7;,';:, . ' . '7., ; ' ' ¦¦
The entire second half was a carbon copy of the first
twenty minutes of the game. This repo rte r counted four
times that the ball reached the Colby half of the field ,
and only two were past the eighteen yard line. One was
an indirect kick from the corner ; of the penalty are a
which was deftly-st eered away by Josh Burns ' head.
The other was a feeble shot from just outside the

Uhbectteti^^^^f a

Lent Rip.

Colb y's Ivor Lunkin g displays good' shooting form against

New England last Saturda y. Tlie junior halfback scored the
only goal in the Mules ' 2-1 defeat. Tim Cross looks on.
(Photo by Don Gallo)
penalty area. That was it.
Meanwhile the Colby passing game was as good as
could be expected on the slippery grass , and the Mules
continued to dominate. But they just didn 't seem to be
in the right place at the right time. 'The pla ys were
made , but something alwa ys went wrong just before the
finishing touches could be administ ered.
For instance , with six minutes left , Dick Muther lifted
a nice cross to Betro , loitering in front of the Pioneer
cage. The nimble forward directed it toward the far
post with his head , but somewhere , somehow , someone
was pulling the strings - rigging the game. The shot hit
the post and dribbled helplessly out of bounds.
Suddenly , a matter which had seemed so totally in
hand , was slipping away very fast. A couple of corner
kicks in the final minutes were rushed and consequently , kicked out of bounds. '-With the referee
counting off the last ten seconds of the game , Forttn had
a chance off another corner kick. The shot went wide ,
the ref reached zero , the horn blew , and the Mules had

streak ha lted by Tuf t s

by Untie Leighton
The field hockey team journeyed to Medford ,; Mai last
Saturda y only to lose to Tufts 2-1, and break their unThe previous frlday tho women travelled to Orono to
take on an undefeated UMO tea m/t and tied them l-l.

lost the ir f ourt h game .

"We 're just not used to losing, " lamented Serd j en ian.
"Now everyone is strug gling and we're reaching for

reasons. But none of us know. "
The Mules have had their share of injuries. Fullback
Doug Ter p is out for the season and more with damage d
cart ilage in his right knee. Goalie Bill Moorman has a
mild case of mono, but will be back in a week or so,
Halfback Tim Rice has been out , but is expected back
this Saturday against Clark. Still , the mules have
depth , and should win despite the injuries.
"We 're doing everything well accept scoring, "
assessed Serdjenian . "We NEED that first win. "
The fifth-year coach spent a few hours on campus
after last Saturday 's game , measuring team morale ,
He insists that it remains high " considering what we've
been through ."
"The guys take their soccer seriously, and they 're
playing with a lot of heartl"
.
And that' s what makes it so tough.
varsity game. Their game, which followed, remained
scoreless althou gh the entire team played very well with
a notable performanc e by freshman goalie Jennifer
Cleary.
The statistics for the Tu fts game seem to show that
the play was fairly even, however CoacfcuPluck commented that " our skill was definitely better but our
concentra tion Was too inconsiste nt ."
Pluck particularly ^ noted the playin g of goalie Sara
Bunnell , and her many good saves.
Once again the Colby women began the scoring with
an earl y goal from a hard short by Sue Meyer. Tufts
scored both their goals in the second half , making the
final score 2-1.
Colby's next match Is this Saturday when > they play

games but let up in the second half allowing opponents
scoring opportunities. "
The match with UMO was fast-paced with the play
alternating from end to end of the field re gularl y .
Durin g the first half Ja ne Hartzell , who was also named
as outstanding player for the game , scored for the
Mules. It wasn't until the middle of the second half that
UMO Anally broke through the Colby defense to tie up
the game. The spirit of the team was considerably
bettor than previous games and the J.V. tea m was
wlth cohtinu
the i„^„^»#^^». ¦'.-.* •;.« \. vi v. v .v ; ' * "* » . "• '
v especially, helpful
,
¦al. cheers throughout
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Colby to host NESCAC
X-couiittj t biiriiament
;.
ed
the mens division^ who also plac second iri'j last
year's race.
Saturday will not be without its stars of old,
either. Presenting the awards for the women's race
wiir . be former Bowdoin runner Joan Benoit. •
Benoit, a world class runner, not only captured this
championship last year, but was also the: 1979
Boston Marathon and 1979 National A.I.A.W. champ.
Presenting the awards in the men's division will
be Dr. Charles Towne, the 1928 Colby Cross Country
captain, and grandfather of this year's^ .womens
"" ¦ '. ' .
captain Karen Sondenield
s
race
is
scheduled
to begin at 11:00
The women'
AM on Seaverns field , and will wind its way through
the arboretum on the new course. The men will
begin at noon, also on Seaverns field. The course
the runners can
makes its way up Runnal's hli , and
be viewed as'- th^y pass across the Chapel lawn,
beginning.at approximately 12:15.
These races , are the highlights of both the men's
and women's seasons, and the quality of the racing
will be among the best that the Colby community
will have the opportunity to see.

'

-/- - ^C Cross C^tgrttry >$»' • • '
by Nathaniel Bisson

Ay\_rarhon Man
Colby's Todd Coffin (Photo by Don Gallo)

On Saturday, October 11, Colby will host the New
England Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) Cross Country Championships, for the
first time in the race's 9-year history. The schools
in the conference that are expected to field teams
are Colby, Bates, Bowdoin, Middlebury, Hamilton,
Amherst, Tufts, Trinity, Williams, and Wesleyan.
The NESCAC's are an individual race, with team
scores not being officially tabulated, but Williams
and Bates are .expected to repeat last year 's strong
performances.
In the men's field, six of last years top ten runners are returning, including number seven, Colby's
own Todd Coffin. Coffin is riding a three^meet
winning streak going into Saturday 's race, with has
most recent wins being at Franklin Park in Boston
on September 27, and October 4 at Bowdoin.
At Franklin Park, Coffin ran what Coach Wescott
called "perhaps the best race of his life " completing the 5 mile course with a time of 24:57. With
his help, Colby beat Central Connecticut for the first
time, and finished second behind team winner
Tufts.
This last Saturday at Bowdoin, Coffin won his
third consecutive race, finishing first in a tie: with
Colby's Kelly Dodge. Coffin and Dodge turned in
times of 26:17, but Colby dropped the meet to
Bowdoin by a score of 31 to 26. All things: considered, Coffin is expected to finish among the top
runners at this Saturday 's meet.
The women's field appears to be just as competetive, with eight of last years top ten runners
returning. Colby's team is led by sophomore Anne
Cullenberg, last year's eigthth place finisher. Colby
may also find solace in senior captain Ginny Low,
who has been running well as of late. The pre-meet favorites in each race are: Jill
Quigley of Wesleyan in the womens race, last year 's
second place finisher, and Bo Parker of Williams in

Bob Hope
says:
"Red Cross
canteach you
first aid.
And first aid

Ru ggers win in final minutes

aKw atJ qi'tgaagR'j ai'j aw

As dawn broke Saturday,
the cloudy skies and wet
field conditions made the
Colby ruggers realize th _
j *-f», ,
. ^.^JM '*,|v - « »] this game was going to be at
Hfi-_ _ M_ _* _ __ ffife ' ri.. »Wi.j forward
's dream and a
back's nightmare . Such
by Jim Levy
was the case as wet conThis past Saturday saw ditions led to poor ball
the Colby Rugby team handling for the backs, thus
extend 'their winning streak giving the forwards the
to 2—0 as they defeated the responsibility of moving the
Bates ruggers 4—0.
ball.

f^^ y '*!

The- first half saw many
frustrating attempts by the
Colby ruggers to score yet
they were denied each time.
At one point fly half Bob
Ruzzo plunged into the goal
for a "try " only* to have it
called back on a penalty.
The animosities between the
two teams only compounded
the frustration of not
scoring as the hitting got
hot and heavy.
The second half saw the
same frustra tions with the
inability to score until, with
eight
only
minutes
remaining,
the
Colby
ruggers had the ball in
enemy territory. The sense
of urgency was in.the air,
the ruggers had to score
now or face possible defeat.
It was the scrum's chance
for glory as they dominated
the Bates scrum, allowing
captain Spencer Staples to
go up and over for tne try,
or goal. The point after was
missed, yet "the single try
was enough to give Colby
the win.
The
scrum
clearly
dominated the opposing
Bates scrum. If hooker Jim
Levy wais unable to get his
foot on the ball, t h e rest of
the scrum, consisting . of
pro ps Russ "never s leeps "
Garrity
Beep
. and
McPherson,, secon d row ,

canbe a

life sareif

Rick Schaub, flankers
Spencer Staples and Tony
Lainez, and number eight
man Jon Schwartz, blew
Bates off the ball with
consistency. Although a
N wet ball made it tough for
the backs they nonetheless
exhibited improved skill
and had a good day. The
backs, consisting of scrum
half Peter "vital link"
Clerkin, fly half Bob Ruzzo,
inside center Glen Patoutside
John
terson,
"crazylegs*' Sorter , wings
Dave "missing link" Bolger
and Terry MuDsey,'an d full
back Buzz "Dave" Marcus,
all had their moments.
Regretably the B—team
lost a close one to the Bates
B—team by an identical
4—0 score.
Next friday at 3:30 the
Colby team travels down to
Brunswick looking to defeat
the Bowdoin Ruggers in
hopes of adding the final
jewel to the CBB rugby
crown.'
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and halfback Jay Donegan
forced Kopp to shuffle his
offensive 7_ne-up for - the
game, Paiil Belanger was
moved ; to quarterback and
6'0" 2ip7pound linebacker
Harry Hadiaris was moved
to .; fullback , , Freshman
Lanze Thompson and Joe
Cibfa rounded out the backfield. The team spread
things but by using two split
endsr - Matt Maley and
George Katz. Co-captain
Todd Marble switched from
tight end tp guard.
The new offense utilized
Belanger's running ability
on option plays and outside
runs. The passing attack
employed mostly sprint-out,
play-action type passes.
Even the , new sch eme
however , couldn't score that
elusive Colby touchdown.
This Saturday the team
trdvels to Trinity seeking
their first win. Unlike
Colby, Trinity has gotten off
to a strong 3-0 start with
victories over Tufts, Coast
Guard and Williams. Last
year at Seaverns Field the
White Mules displayed their
finest
offensive
perf ormance of the year in
beating Trinity 28-7.
"We'll ; need a couple of
big plays on offense ," said
Kopp. "We're going to tr y
to th row more on first down
also. Trinity has a veteran
squad with a lot of returners up front. On offense
th ey h ave a strong throwing
quarterback and a couple of
'scatbacks'."

'*

- ¦ _!___- ____t_ _i_______ . <*___.
by Arthur Jackson and
Don McMillan

When things aren't going
right for a team, everything
seems to go wrong. It
drizzled during Colby's 6-0
loss to Union College
Saturday but it could have
been pouring on the football
team. The White Mules'
offense proved ineffective
again
as the team,
forecasted to be among the
leaders in the NESCAC at
the start of the season saw
their record fall to 0-3.
"We were extremely
disappointed in our offense," said head coach
Tom Kopp. "We tried a new
combination and it didn t
work ; When you hold an
opponent to six points you
should win the game."
Union found some holes in
Colby's usually stalwart
defense
as they accumulated 304 total yards in
the gamer but
only
managed- to score one
touchdown. The score came
on a 10-yard pass from
Dutchman
quarterback
Dana Johnston to split end
Henry Wright with nine
minutes left in the first
period.
The offense's inability to
score points and the injuries
to quarterback Tom Cone

Two jplayers who should
give the\ - White Mules offense a boost are guard
Dennis Ring and half-back
Jay Donegan, both of whom
missed last Saturday's
game.
Union scored the only
points it would need in its
victory after a six-play, 63yard drive. Tlie key play
came on a 37-yard bomb
from Johnston to Richard
Katz that put Union deep
into - Colby territory. The
Dutchmen scored two plays
later but Colby's Tom
McGuillicudy blocked the
extra point attempt.
"We wanted to put the
ball in the air," said Union
coach Joe Wirth. "We
opened up their secondary
by putting two ends on one
side and then throwing to
the tight-end on the
backside. Our defense gave
us great field position and
that helped our attack."
Colby had three excellent
cnances to score in the first
half but the Mules came up
empty each time. Jeff
Paradis set up the first
opportunity
when
he
grabbed a punt on the Union
42 and faked out a horde of
would-be tacklers before
being knocked out of bounds
at the 30. Colby couldn't
make a first down though.
Tlie Mules' best opportunity came in the
secorid quarter otter they
had marched 90 yards down
field to Union's five. A 64yard
completion f rom

-_

I

6'2", 210 pound senior Harry Hadiaris plows through
Dutchmen
from
Tthe
fullback *
position.

§
I

Bustirr * Ihroucfi .
I

Belanger to George Katz
was the big play. Katz
grabbed a short pass on the
right side of the field and
then cut back to the left and
raced down the sideline.
However the f orce th at has
kept Colby from scoring a
touchdown prevailed again.
Senior Joe Ciota had the
ball ripped out of his hands
at the five and Union
recovered.
Colby's last opportunity of
the first half resulted from
a partially blocked punt
which put the Mules on
Union's 33, An apparent 23yard touchdown pass to
Matt Maley one play later
was ruled out of bounds.
However, Belanger did give
Colby a first and goal

situation after he ran nine
yards on a fourth and six
from the 19 but the offense
moved backward instead of
towards the goal. Despite
the three great chances the
off ense could muster only
three first downs in the half.
The second half was
worse as Colby only
penetrated Union territory
once. The drive came
midway through the fourth
quarter and ended centimeters short of a first
down at the Union 36. On a
second-and-ten from the
Colby 33 quarterback Dan
Bowman,
replacing
Belanger who moved to
halfback , flipped a screen
pass to Dan Fergason who
did some shifty running for
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a 16-yard gain. But four
plays later Belanger was
stopped just short of a first
down and Colby never
_
threatened again.
"On defense Bruce Stokes
had
another
excellent
game," said Kopp. "Week
in and week out Bruce does
the job but he hasn 't gotten
outside recognition. John
Olsen also had a good game
at linebacker."
"We're not playing well
and we h aven't gotten .any
breaks,"said Kopp. "We're
not going to give up though.
We're going to h ave f un
against Trinity because we
have nothing to lose. Last
year we won fi ve games
with basically the same
people."
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Oct.ll :

Men 's Football

3:00 p.m.
>'

__

at Trinity

1:30 p.m.

Clark University

12:0Q p.m.

NESCAC

12:00 p.m.

Men 's Soccer

Men 's

Gross Countr y

Wdm en's Field Hodce y

Lyndon State

W omen 's

2:00 p.m.

Tennis

> Wostfcrook College and 7
^" Bowdoin

'

11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

Wome_i's Cross Country

NESCAC

Oct. 14 Women \ Soccer
Unl. New Hampshire
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Field Hockey
W
3:00 p.m.
;» 77 Bowdoin CoUege
Women 's J V Field Hocke y
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4:15 p.m.

I

3:00 p.m.
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New X-country xiijj aM^^
by Don McMillan
Joggers have a new, and
hopefully permanent, cross
country route to run on,
thanks to the efforts of Jim
Wescott. The course is just
over three miles in length,
and it will be used for both
recreational jogging and
competitive cross country
running.
Wescott has been working
on the course since last fall,
when
an
anonymous
donation was given to the
college for a trail. The
course became a reality this
summer, and Wescott feels
it is a great improvement
over past routes. He also
feels that this route, which
combines some old courses
with some newly blazed
land, will last for a long
time, unlike previous cross
country courses.
This Saturday Colby will
host a large N.E.S.C.A.C.
meet, which will utilize the
course.
Both men and
women will compete in the
race, and Wescott hopes
that some fans will come
out and witness the event,
which will display a high
Quality of running.
The course starts with
two laps around .the "utside
track.
They then will To tack on an extra two
disappear, behind the ,tennis miles, the male runners will
courts into the woods. They double back on certain
then will come out near parts of the course.
Coburn, loop around the Recreational runners are
practice field near Wood- recommended to run in
man, and reenter the pairs or groups, as much of
woods. About a mile and a the course is isolated. But
half later the runners will Wescott doesn't see the trail
come out next to the new posing any more of a
dorms. The course then problem than a jog around
goes behind Runnals Union the three mile loop.
^
and the President's house, Dean of Students Earl
and back to the practice Smith also voiced high
fi eld , where the runners will hopes for the new route. "I
retrace the first part of the think its a great asset to the
college" Smith said, "and I
course.
'

II

'

hope both faculty and
students will take advantage of it." The Dean
also feels that the course is
safer than the three mile
loop because it covers
private property rather
than a busy autoway.
In the winter the course
will be able to be used for
cross country skiing. The
15-foot width of the wooded
areas provide ample room
for skiiers, and the woodchip and gravel base should
give the snow a sound and
smooth base.
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Colby sports fans bravo the elements during soccer action last weekend. It was
a dismal ono for the Mules. ( Photo by Don Gallo)
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Bike enthusiasts
get it together
'

by Dav e M oody

The goal of the club is.
simply to provide an
atmosphere in which
bike enthusiasts can get
together and enjoy
themselves; and keep
physically
fit at the same
¦

Whether you're a
Raleigh racer, a Fuj i
fanatic, or just a Schw|nn stud, the : Colby
time.- ' ¦' • " ¦; "
Bicycle Club may be the
The riding, schedule for
organization for you.
members
the
7 ... club
The CBC, one Of the
but
the
average
varies,
more obscure groups on weekly workout includes
campus, is opening
15-20 miles on Monday
another bicycle seasdn
through Friday, 20-25
with what appears to be
miles
on Saturday, and
an increased following.
40
miles
7on Sunday.
The club, composed of
A
possible
overnight trip
about thirty members, is
is
in
the
works for
also
open to all Colby
sometime
this
fall.
enjoy
students who
The bicycle racing
riding and have their
an offshoot of the
team,
own hikes.
. "Waterville is. a /.bicycle'7 club, is now
perfect spot for a bike looking forward to a
awesome
club," according to Mark potentially
Etscovitz, one of the season, featuring some
club's leaders.
of the finest riders in the
"The natural beauty of
areai'7 7 7.
the area, the newly
"I truly believe that
paved roads, and the this year's team can
tremendous variety of legitimately
compete
routes available make with any collegiate
praises
bike riding in the team,"
Waterville .. area both Etscovitz. . And that
interesting and en- spirit of optimism is
snared by his teamjoyable," he explained.
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Colby bike club members Ken Epst ein, Thornton Hayslett,

. and Kurt Wolff cruise throij gh dowiitown .Waterville.
(Pfcoto by Seth Wolpert)
_________M________________________________________ -B___________

mates.
The Colby Criterion, an
annual Colby bike race,
could receive , additional
significance this year, if
sanctioned by the United
States Cycle Federation
Etscovitz
(USCF).
admits such plans are
still up in the air, but
hopes that if such a race
__r_r __ cannfinn bil
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Maine's; first moose-hunting season (or should we
say organized slaughtering season ) in 45 years has
just ended; 7 Considering the procedure of the
. 'hunt", it .is; debatable whether;this should appear
, ; on the sports page. It can hardly be passed off as a
7< "spbrt;''It stretches the sports imagination even
farther than race car driving., Nevertheless, it
7warrants some attention.
7
v. Moose. like people, adapt their behavior ac- '
; cording to their environment. If you live in a
;7'tbugh'? heighborhobd that has a history of serious
: crime, you are likely to buy a locking gas cap for
. your-car or perhaps hide a gun ih your belt. If you
live, in a relatively safe neighborhood-say next door
to , Joe's Deluxe Apartments for the Elderly-then
you probably won't even bot her to lock your doors
and windows at night.
Since the last moose-hunting season 45 years ago.
the moose have lumbered about in the tranquil
woods of Malne-a refuge free of hunters, rifles, and
bullets.
Now after almost a half of a century, during
which a large moose .population (about 20i<XX» has
adopted the Maine woods as a sort of unofficial
y , the "Vacationland" state decides
to open'
¦
¦ sanctuar
- ; ti 7 - ; . .-;
fire.
7777 . . • .
So all of a sudden; you get mugged in front of
Joe's Deluxe Apartments. You dorft have a gun.
, Why should you? You never thought to take karate
lessons. Why bother? And you're a sitting duck (to
v coin ah oft-cited phrase of another species of
I hunter). Something's wrong.
57 tin otim; day on the radio, a hunter was In. terviewed after nabbing his moose, He told the
story. He beamed over the fact that the moose had
allowed him to put his arm around its neck while
r, 1% hiintingsbuddr snapped-aiplcture to show the
7 wife ahd kldsi ana the guys at work, and - the guests
7.;$t lMday?s;^
back
¦ few.paci»;jBrid:Wew it ;away;''r:'::'7 ; 77 .•;- . <¦ ¦ . -a• ¦
-. v^
But|in6t.^oiyone was so lucky; Due to popular
have ,'^lottery-tyou know, a^ :7.:
demahd;fi they^ had'itoi
"numbers gairie:',y They sold 32,000 chan(^ at five
bucks a $hotj (no puh Intended.); ?;_ Of those, seven ,
hundred wore chbseri to pay another ten dollars for
registrat ion, and if thoy were lucky enough to kill

generate
increased
bicycling interest among
Colby students.
The traditional grudge
match will be against
BOWDOIN AND Bates
later this fall. The Colby
bikers will also look
forward to a match with
perennial
powerhouse

CORRECTION
As most readers have already noticed ,
trie woman in the Field Hockey picture
which appeared on the sports page last
week was not President Cotter's wife. That
was Pat Hickson, Director of Career Planning. My apologies to all-Ed.

Dartmouth.

..

(i.e. stumble across) a moose, they paid another
ten. All totaled the state stands to gain about
$180,000 from the six-day season. Anything for a
buck.
Don't get me wrong-there are : definite reasons,
other than the money. The meat is tasty-to some
people, some of the time. The smiling, staring,
antlered head, mounted proudly over the fireplace
is the ultimate conversation piece. And, I'm sure

'

you've all heard that the Maine woods are overcrowded with moose, and "we're doing them a
favor. "
I'm no authority. Til admit , I've never hunted.
But I have seen a moose. I was ten years old,
driving through Yellowstone National Park with my
grandparents. We had to stop the car because a
moose was crossing. It stopped and stared through
the windshield at us. At first I was angry. I was
anxious to see Old Faithful. But after a while, I
thought it was kind of funny. But, I never thought
to shoot it.
CS G "? -_!
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College and university students may win up to $1,000
in Scholarship" Awards for an\ original and ! practical
idea based 6h th_ use of polystyrene foam; The Fourth
Annual EPS Scholarship Awards Competition, sponsored by the -Expanded Polystyrene Division of The
Society of the Plastics Industry, clhallenges..inventive
minds to design ~ workable, worthwhile, new products
using expanded polystyrene as ah; important element.
Cash prizes of $1,000, $500,.and $200 are offered.
Honorable Mention plaques are given for Fourth and
Fifth runners-up# :A brochure describing the contest
requirements, and including a preliminary entry form,
is .available from the Dean's office or by writing to: The
Society of the Plastics Industry, 3150 Des Plaines
Ayenuei, Des Plaines, IL 60018. The competition will be
judged . during the Expanded Polystyrene Division
Annual Conference on March 5, 1981.
The International Relations Club is interested m
hearing, from people who are willing to supply recipes
and cooking talents for the next I.R.C. banquet. Please
7
contact Glenn Currier at ext; 545.

The first in a series of Residential Forums, sponsored
by the IF,C. Cultural Committee, will be held Wednesday, October 15, in Taylor Lounge at 8:00pm.
Professor Paul of the Administrative Science
Department will be speaking on the topic
¦ ¦ of Job Search
., :v;-,. ¦;. . .,; / . ¦ ; ;. : , '
Strategy.,. :;- 7777 , '.77
Ms. Paul feels that looking for-a job at any time in
one's life can be frightening, threatening, as well as
challenging. The job search is an oppurtunity to meet
people, gain knowledge about the-world and one's self.
The purpose of this discussion is to provide a framework
and strategy for a job search based on "informal interviewings" which she will analyze.
All are welcome to attend.
,
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Phillip Morris, Inc. is offering prizes of $2,000", $1,000
and $500 for-(7nqarketihg—communications projects
relating to the company 's non—tobacco interests. The
contest, the , Twelfth Annual Marketing—Communications Competition for students, has separate ¦
.categories for graduate and undergraduate students.¦"¦*
Etyr. details, contact Gary Rizzo; Competition Coor-7
dinator, Phillip
Morris, Inc., 100 Park Ave., New
York,
¦
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Scandinavian Seminar is now accepting applications
for its 1981—1982 academic year abroad in Denmark,
Finl and , Norway or Sweden. This program is designed
for college students, graduates and other adults who
want to study in a Scandinavian country, becoming part
of another culture and learning its language. The fee,
covering tuition, room, board and all course—connected
travels in Scandinavia, is $5,400. Interest—free loans
are granted on the basis of need, as are a few partial
scholarships. For further information , please write to
Scandinavian Seminar, 100 East 85th Street New York,
N.Y. 10028.

Tfiere will be an IFC party Saturday, 9:00-1:00 at Pi
Lambda Phi.

Applications for the Washington Semester Program
are due Octobery tS, 1980..'-^ ;--'Thte.H 'is. . .-a'-' cooperative
• and ^ the
prograrh betj ^^
American ;Uhiversity 'in Wasliington, : D: G. Thie
program is open to all juniors regardless of major.
Programs include ;; Wasliington Semester (national
government), Urban7 Semester,. Justices Semester,
Foreign Policy;Semester Economic Policy Semester,
and the American Studies^ Semester7 For applications
and information see Mrs. Kiralis in Eustis 308.

..., .-.,

Conscientious objection cards, providing a record of
opposition to war and the military in case of a draft, are
now available through the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors, the nation 's largest draft counseling group. The cards state "Because of my beliefs
about war, I am opposed to participating in the
military."They may be obtained,by writing CCCO, P.O.
Box 15796, Phil a delphi a, PA 19103.

There will be a British Isles Study Abroad.-*"/&
Monday, Oct. 13 at 9:00'in the Dana loung?:. _ui
interested sophomores are invited to come and talk with
the seniors who have been there.

The Outing Club is placing a large order to Eastern
Mountain Sports which will entitle us to an 18 per cent
discount. We have opened this to the whole student
body, so if you would like, to get some Christmas
shopping done early, come to the Outing Club room and
browse through"the catalogues. Bring your checkbook
because we have to make the payment in advance.
Don't miss your chance.

Broadcast Music, Inc. ( BMI) will award $15,000 to
student composers in sums ranging from $500 to $2500.
The contest is designed for citizens or permanent
residents of the Western Hemisphere who are under
twenty-six years of age as of Dec. 31, 1980. No
limitations are established as to stylistic considerations,
instrumentation, length or number of works submitted.
The competition closes Feb. 16, 1981, and official rules
and entry blanks are available from James G. Roy, Jr.,
Director, BMI Awards to Student Composers, Broadcast
Music, Inc., 320 West 57th ST., New York, N.Y. 10019.

Printmaking: Etching and silkscreening. Limited
enrollment. Contact Sarah Swayer ext. 333 or Kate
Morre at 872-2430 for further details.

K »B_f_^K^^^^^ 0-n«-- --i-0-«sA0S-«ff«i fi

"The Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst"
(German Academic Exchange Service) offers
scholarships to US students for 8—week—German—Language—Courses at Goethe Institutes in the
Federal Republic of Germany, during summer 1981;
3—week—Summer—Courses at German universities in
the field of German Studies; "Short Term Study and
Research" in connection with a doctoral dissertation
(2—6 months). DAAD alo offers grants for faculty
members for "Study Visits" up- to 3- months to the
Federal Republic of Germany. For further information
on all DAAD programs please contact:
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst
535 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1107
New York, NY 10017 Tel. (212) 599-0464
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Allied Whale at College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor,
Maine is sponsoring two Whale and Seabird Cruises on
October 18 and 19 aboard the ,110-foot Viking Queen.
The cruises will leave from Portsmouth, New Hampshire at 8:00 a.m;, cruise twenty miles offshore to
Jeffreys Ledge, a good place to see whales, seabirds
and occasionally harbor seals, The costs of these trips
is, $20.04 for adults and $15.00 for children under 12 or
children in school groups. Space is limited so send
checks for reservatrions to whale and Seabird Trips,
Allied Whale; College of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor
Maine, 04609, or call (207) 288-5644,
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Letters To The Editor 7 7
Business Confe rence^ Wh y can % I walk alone ?
To the Editor:

A Missed o^brtiinit^

On a recent raining night,
I Was walking in front of the
chapel to the new dorms. I
had paused to speak to my
companion, and we were
discussing something under
the pine trees there. A
group of five males (
''men " would dignify them)
approached and, ignoring
my friend, surrounded me,
making several rude and
threatening ^
sexual
suggestions and jostling me
about , then walked off
laughing.
I am of course somewhat
upset 01 a personal level,

Colby College, rural haven of academic integrity and staunch defender of the
liberal arts tradition, _played host to 13 leaders of the corporate -world in an
effort to link the two spheres. A novel idea,"we agree, and perhaps one whose
time had come. But just who benefitted from this unusual meeting of minds?
•We have no doubt that the institution of Colby College will long reap the
rewards of the excellent corporate connections established there, but what
about the .students of Colby College, most of whom did not participate
in the conference and many of whom did not even know it existed?
Only 12 students were able to hear and question these business leaders. We
are not saying that these 12 people were necessarily not the best qualified: we
do not know what criteria were used to select them. We are saying that 12
students received an unparalleled
opportunity to confront people who make "
of
dec^ibns that affect all
us, and 1650 plus students missed that opportunity The conference should not have been an either-or situation. «
,We realize that the conference was designed to be a small ana candid
'discussion and that opening it up to a larger group would have hampered the ;
free exchange-of ideas. We do feel that at least once during the conference, the
enbrestudent body could have been invited to question the participants.
^jBd^Bfly, such a session was planned but was later cancelled. Our criticism
of the conference centers around the omission
input from the student body
¦ • of
-¦¦/ ' . • .:- . . - . ;;; ¦ ¦. .
at large. .
; .,
. Atleast one open question session not only would have given students the
opportunity to learn about what happens in the real world ("You mean it's not
like Colby?), but also the business participants would have been given a much
more accurate view of the student body- or at least a larger view. Apparently,
the conference planners felt that the limited time alotted for the conference
could be used most effectively in small groups. We regret that decision.
The opportunity to discuss important issues with influential people outside
acadeania is more than rare at Colby, it's almost unheard of. When the opjpe-ttmity finally occurs and most students are not given the chance to participate, it leads us to wonder whether the educational value of such an opportunity was really considered.
For certainly what is educational for some would be so for all and after all,
aren't we paying tuition to be educated?
7
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Recovery df lo^

Ormsby at the Roberts Post
Ofiice.
2). Mr. Ormssby will ask
you to fill out7 .a form
authorizing; hirn to order a
tie-v. key from B&G. Please
do not contact B ; & - G
yourself. You will then be
allowed to pick up! your
mail over-the-counter for a
three day period while B &
6 is making the new key.
3). Over the counter 'mail
may be picked ,up7 daily
from 8:30 to 10:30 am and
from 3:00 to 3:30 pm and on
Saturday
¦ ¦ from 8:30 to 10:3C
am.. ' ¦ '' . • • ' ¦7' - 7'777 - :- - '-~;
.). After the three days

To the Editor:
RE: Lost P.O. Box Keys
Several , students have
asked what should be done
when it is found that they
have lost: the key to their
Roberts Post Office Box.
Here Are some steps to
take : 7' . -;
1). As soon as you realize
that your key has been lost,
report the loss to Mr.

R y:the;way 7;»7
To the Editor:

.

David Strage
Contributing Editor
Bill Maley
Rich Secor

but there was really nothing
"personal" about the encounter. They heard a
female voice, and this
justified harassment to
them. THIS IS WHAT
MAKES ME FURIOUS.
Half of us are women. Why
.re we walking in fear ,* and
why are men (only one half
feeling
of us people)
enabled to dominate or
attack women? Is the difference only in size?
I suggest, as a matter of
course, that there be lights
put up in front of the chapel
for the many new dorms
students who walk across
there at night. But this is

Sincerely,
Name Withheld on request

have elapsed, pick, up your
new key at B & G. The cost
is $5.00.,
5).... Be cause of the great
Volume of mail, the Roberts
Post Office personnel will
not be able to continue overthe-counter mail delivery
after three days; So please:
remember to pick up your
key.-77,;. 7:7,7 77"'''7 '7 7' "
I hope this answers your
questions. Thanks for your
cooperation.
Sincerely,
Gloria Goodine
Business Manager

points the day following the
announc ement.
If Colby
All letters must be signed and: submitted b^ Monday
The following was noted had 8,200 shares that would evening.
Names" will be withheld upbn request, but the
in the N.Y. Times at the mean a paper loss of over author 's identity
must be known to the Editors. The
beginning of October. After $32,000.00.
Colby
ECHO
reserves
the right to shorten any letter . If
Colby had deleted two
we receive several letters concerning one topic of instocks from its investment Sincerely,
terest, we may print only a representative letter.
portfolio one went up four J.D. Holden

ar
tjg ffife^

Advertising Manager
'.;. Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Exchange Manager
Production Manager
Circulation Manager
Senior Staff Writer
Staff Writer , News
Staff Writer , Features
Staff Writer, Arts
Staff Writer, Arts

not the point. There must be
something we as people can
do to erase this most unjust
inequality of attitudes, at
least at Colby. The ERA
may do the job in the U.S.,
but not for a couple of
generations. I want- to be
safe. Is that much to ask?
Last night, according to
my roommate, I f elled in
my sleep, "Why can't I
walk alone?!."
Well? Why can't I?
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Carte r is the issue in 1980
by Stephen Pfaff and Matt Donahue

Four years ago , Jimmy Carter came up from the
peanut fields of Georgia promising a new era in
American politics. The country at the time was searching for a new dream, something which it could grasp
Colby Echo Pr oduction Sta ff
on to and pull itself above the tragedy of Watergate
era. Jimmy Carter was tho Image of a man on a horse.
The new leader who was to restore American prestige. Photography : Dave Blown, Paul Deranlan, Amy
Carter's anti-Washington campaign theme carried him
Fisher, Julie Levitt, Anne More- ;
to victory over an incumbent president. It was Carter 's
image as a Washington outsider that appealed to the
hou se,Jason Pelletior, Mike Swift,
, He asked the American people to trust;
electorate
Seth Wolpert , and Gay Zimmerman
issues
did
not matter in 1976. What mattered was trust,
Doug Kopsco and Scott Benson ,
Artists:
thought Jimmy Carter could , be trusted,
and
the
voters
- Cathy Dwyer, Maiy God^out,
Layout :
The Jimmy Carter Presidency has been a failure.
Dcena Schwartz, and Anne Ptairib 7
The man who America should trust has not proved to be
Su Charrctt, Linda Clifford , Karin | the new vision of hope that America so desperately
Typists:
Foster, Beth Lynch, Poulette . '
needed. He has not been able to lead the country in its
"
most
crucial hour, an , hour marked by confusion, in>
Jan
McDonnell,
King,
Lynch , Abby
decision, and fear,
:¦ ¦¦¦ ' . Heidi Wass, Lynn Ploof ¦ {.:;7 ;;.' - . 7
;
', ¦. 77
, President
Ford
was
successful
in getting the country
7
;
Proofreadcre
¦¦• 7 ,7 ¦ : Jenny Batson, Joyce Cann eU, ;
through
its
darkest
hour
whan
Carter
took over in l$76.
.; . 7,
Molanie Fahim, Buix ;M^
Instead
of
driving
forward
In
a
positive
manner , Cart er
y yy - ^ ' ' ¦ ' ' ;-Maltoww/'EUzn^
has, at best, remained in a neutral position.' <
7
Karen Sommer Til
¦
How America votes in the upcoming Presidential
• ' er , 'and
• -'¦'Ob
: --;¦- , ,7777/ '^' . '' ;;7' 7 ' ,-:'
'
'
"
;
;7;7
election should not be based on which candidates sup.
-7
I

_/

*

i

port nuclear power, nor on whether or not we should
increase our defense budget. The real question that
each voter should ask himself is very simple: Can this
country tolerate four more years on inadequate
leadership?
Can we have a presidency characterized by double
digit inflation?
Can we have a president who blames this country 's
problems on a "crisis in confidence?"
Can we support a man whose Indecision and inhas our allies running
consistency in foreign affairs
> - ¦
•'
scared?
When a voter is faced with making a decision there
are a number o( factors that must< be'weighed.. In 1980, '
the voter will be faced with threp qhqipes , - , . „
He or she will probably formulate his opinion based on
information available to him about tho candidates.
Upon this information the voter will decide it it is worth
his while to vote at all. If he decides he will vote he is
then faced with his final decision who? , r ,
There are then ; in . this year's election , not th ree
alternatives but four; The decision' by a,,voter not to
participate will play a predominant role in tho election '
of our next president. Tlie non-voter, cannot be underestimated; ' his stubborness is, however, commendable, President .Carter surely h^s fallen short of
the expectations.^ of the people who,put him in the.White
house. But clearly, wh ether one decided to vote or stay
home, the issue is Jimmy Carter, ,
,7 . , *
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Letters T.o The Editor

A reall y good show
To the Colby Gommum ty,
I would like to congratulate the. cast and director of
Arsenic and Old Lace on a very enjoyable and successful production this last weekend.
While watc -iing this senior play I was struck by the
excellent acting of the rionrseniors in it. Their presence
did not trouble me unt il I was informed that there had
been no try-outs for the play-it had been pre-cast.
Pre-cast ing seems to me to be an honor to the individual actor s, but difficult to reconcile with equal
opportunity, especially for seniors. If those actors were
the best _for the parts i wouldn 't they have been chosen
from a tr y-out anyway?
Does it seem to you as it does, to me that in a student
play at Colby, especially in a major production , that all
chance ?
fair
get
a
should
interested
Neil Moynihan

Liber al Arts ed for
its own sake

To the Editor:

Many people probably think of the establishment of a
relationship between Liberal Arts Colleges and big
business as innovative and necessary. I, howev er , have
always been under the impression that a Liberal Arts
education should focus oh " education for education 's
sake. " '
I want to educate myself so that I can , in some way,
work to improve the human race. I don 't want to make
$35,000 a year. Perhaps I'm a crazy idealist , but
v
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somebody has got to start
Sincerel y,
Martha Wieders heim

To the Editor:
If students run into problems at Colby there are a
number of places wher e they can go to make
suggestions or redress grievances. The lesser known
avenues is the College Committee System .
Fourteen committees on campus deal with topics
ranging from the Academi c Calender to the Athletic and
Educational Policies.
Each committee has Student members who were
appointed last Sprin g by Committee Chairperson Sara
Robinson.
If you have a problem or a suggestion about some
aspect of Colby life bring it to one of the student
members of the appropriate committees.
Committees and members are :
Administrative Committee - Char lie Gordy, Geoff
Ballotti , Beth Pneiwski; Admissions Committee - Joel
Cutler , Duncan Gibson , Salome Riley, Geoff Neville;
Athletics Committee - Jeffra Beckneil, Lynne Bruen ,
David Carr. Bookstore Committee - Matt Schofield. Je ff
McLau ghlin, Victor Vesnaver; EPC - Boh Ryan (Stu :A ..
appointed ), Allan Wolf (Stii-A appoint ed), F inancial Aid
- John Simon, Richard Freeman , Steve Tr imble , Tom
McKeon : Fund for Special Student Pr nWt s -. Liz .Pizzarro ; Financial Priorities - Geor ge Raiche , Bill Maley,
Karen Sondergeld, Foreign Study and Student Exchange
- Gay Zimmerman , Chr is Hast y, Richard Weissmaun,
Melissa Haussmann ; Independent Major - Beth
Pneiwski , Matt Schofield; Jan-Plan Committee - Sue
Perry, Rick Wald , Paul Baker; Libr ary Committee Debbie Paul , Richard Lyons, Darlene Howland , Rights
and Rules - Karen Sondergeld , Jeff McLaughlin . Ellen
Reinhalter , Ken Emery, Cody Harper ; Senior Scholars -

Darlene Howland.

.
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Sincerely,
Sara Robinson
Committee Chairperson
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A f unn ything happ ened ih London
by David Strage

Scene: A dining room at Colby College
"What did you do last weekend , Pete?"
"Not much , went to the pub Friday night and to the
Toga partie s at Zete and Phi Delt on Saturday, not a
terribly exciting weekend really."
"What' s the matter , did you get stood up again?"
Pete pours his milk on my steak terri aki.
"Oh , Oh , I think I just discovered a. touchy subject .
Who is she, Peter ? "
"What makes . you jump to the conclusion that a
woman 's invelved?"
"Because I have milk on my terriaki. "
Pete otters to get me another one.
"Don 't bother ," I said , "You 've just saved me the
trouble of having to eat it. Anyway, let's change the
subject. "
"All righ t then , Casanova , what did you do this
weekend? 1 liaven't seen you around since Thursday. "
, "No, I ...went home for the weekend. "
"Oh , who did you go with?"
"No,,I went home, home ."
"But you live in Eng land../'
"Yu|, ."
Pete 's jell© fell off his spoon into his coffee.
/?Wait a minu te. You were here Thursday and you're
here now. That means that you can 't have been away
for more than four days, right?
"Right. "
"You 're pulling my leg. I don't believe it." That was obvious, Pete had j ust put ketchu p on his
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
"When did you leave? "
••Thursday morning. I took "Scare New England" to
Boston and then standb y to London . I arrived at 6:30
Friday morning. " 7
"Can I ash why? " ;
"My sister 's Bat Mltevah. "
"Your sister 's what? "
"BatMHteva h. "
"I thought they'd found a aire for that ."'
•
I got up to leave.
•'No , seriousl y David. "
. "It' s the .J ewish equiva lent of a confirmation. It was a
big family affair , With the Saturday morning service In

ie
Temple, the luncheon ^ the Black T dinner party, the
danc ing , the relat ives, the speeches , the presents , the
emotions. The whole deal."
"And you had to go 8,000 miles round tri p for that ? "
"I know you're a Goy, but you don't have to prove
you're ignorant as well."
"What do you mean?"
"The Jews , have always emphasized a strong family
structure. My sister 's Bat Mitzvah means a lot to her
and to the family. It would not have been the same
without a member of the immediate family being there
i
if it were at all possible. "
't
you
have
sent
a
card
or
a
telegram
in.
"Couldn
stead ? "
I got up and put my tray away.
"It' s not quite the same thin g. Besides, I' ve always
wanted to go home for the weekend."
"That was some long weekend - Thursday to
V
Tuesday. "
"There was a Canadian Air Traffic Controllers strike
on Sunday sol couldn't leave until Monda y afternoon ."
"But you were in England , not Canada. "
"I know , but in order to get from Europe to either
Boston or New York , you have to go through Canadian
Air Space. "
"So what time is it for you now?"
"About 3 o'clock in the mornin g." '
"You must be suffering from severe jet lag."
"No , inverse jet lag. I didn 't have time to adjust to
British time before it was time to come back. " • ,
"Did you have a good time at least? "
"Sure , but I don't think I'll try it again next
,
weekend. "
"What movie did you see? "
"Kramer vs. Kram er, but I didn 't get a headset so I
couldn 't 'hear what they were saying ,"
Pete stopped walking and looked at me.
uDld you join the Mile High Club?"
"The what?"
"The Mile High Club. You know,;'.Did you meet any
stewardesses?"
"Good grief, Don't you think of anything else? " '
I left Pete in front , of the library wearing the rest of
my ice cream cone as I headed for the infirmary to
recover from my long weekend.

Can t stop progress
by Robert Skoglund
When the Pilgrims landed in America the Indians

soon taught them to plant corn and to spra y the

spruce budworm .
Because pur Ind ian brothers wer e fanat ics when
it came t o ' good forest mana gement the y spra yed
for countless centur ies. This is why much of
America was heavily wooded in 1620. Even long
haired hippy eco-freaks admit that the first
Thanksgiving was held to celebrate the first Anglo
Budworm Spray.
Toda y, however , these hippy eco-freaks would
halt th is time honored custom and have even
threatene d to shoot down an y spra y a ircraft seen in
Washington County.
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The Maine State Police would have rib dilficulty
in containing these outlaws , but even more ecofreaks planned a demonstration at the Seabrook
nuclear power plant over Memor ial Day weekend. ,
Althou gh an estimated 30 State police were sent to
Seabrook
1 , it is becomin g clear that there are not
enough police in Maine to protect the energy and
pulpwood industries from countless enra ged hippy
protesters.
Many of us in .Ma ine are ashamed of the eco*
freaks who turn out in . ever increasing numbers 'to
protest the manner , in which good industr ies conduct their business in our back yards. Eco-freaks
should love Maine or sell out and leave it. Man y
companies would gladly buy a hippy 's farm or wood
lot , as it' s becomin g increasingly difficult to find a
place to peacefully dump poison chemicals . ,
It' s obvious the Maine State Police force needs
more men. Now Luciano Scroppo , spokesman for a
large chemical syndicate in New Jerse y, has,
requested police protection for his tank trucks and
drivers . Scroppo, who has already dumped millions
of gallons of chemical wastes in a York County
dump, was unaware that York county is inhabited.
"M y drivers desoive police protection from da
radi cals,/' he said yesterday. "Maine pulp makes
the New York Times. The power from Seabrook will
light Boston. Maine police protect the New York
and Massachusetts interests from the protesters ,
and they ought to protect us.too. If we can 't dum p
our chemical waste up in Maine where nobody
lives,-a ' lost of blue collar people in Joisey will .be
out of jobs. "
?'I* 'can understand qncf sympathise with Mr ,
Scroppoi' s need for , polled protection from the
lawless eco-freaks , but have a more economical
suggestion. Scroppo should sell his poisons directly
to the folks who spr .y the spruce budwor m. Then
the police, who would otherwise be protec ting
Scrop po's drivers , could be . sent directly to
Washington County to insure tha t the poision was
sprayed from aircraft in a peaceful and law abiding
way..' Why not kill two birds with onetet one?
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First, women seemed to have had a tendency to

write lengthier graffiti.
Long paragraphs seemed to
e
the
woin
en,
whereas a sentence or two
for
^
^
would do for mea secondly, women's graffiti
men
tended to exhibit a different kind of humor
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AVOID THE END
OF THE YEAR RUSH
- fa ilyour exams now!
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V Birth

< Life is an integral function of happiness over time
between life and death.)

7

It is unlikely that we will ever be able to
eUminate the drive and the desire to write on walls,
so rather than condemn or condone it, let's share
our enjoyment with everyone else and let's just try
to contain it, Here is a coUection of Colby graffiti
that can be found somewhere between FossWoodman and Roberts Union. If you suddenly have
the urge to write on a waU -somewhere-STOP^xte it on a piece' of paper and send it to me iri
care of the Colby ECHO and we will print it in next
week's Graffiti Column. If. you have seen some
graffiti that you wish to share with everyone else,
please write that down as well and we will include
that as well. Keep in mind however thatwe do have
certain publishing guidelines to which we miist
adhere, so keep them clean- or relatively clean
anyway !
• ' ¦* •
Send all graffiti to Box 1437 or drop it in the envelope in the ECHO office. ,

Contrary to popular opinion, graffiti is not solely
a masculine activity. Feminine of
graffiti has been on
the increase and a comparison male and female
graffiti has revealed some interestinig results.
Researching the answer presents certain dif ficulties
¦
Written and Compiled by David M. Strage
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the
past, graffiti has tended to reflect the
In
prevalent attitudes of the day. During the Vietnam
era, peace signs and the familiar adage "Hell No
we Won't Go" could be found all over. Today, '
tnose same P6306 si8ns have been updated (see
left) and the amended adage reads "HeU No We
Won't Glow". be
What then can said about Colby graffiti of the
1980's? Government professor Roger Bowen, a
self—confessed closet graffiti reader, stated that
most graffiti writers tended to be j "frustrated
philosophers whose commentsi reflected the rivalry '
that is prevalent between.certain groups that exist
on campus today . Prof. Bowen addecT that,
peoplei today tend to be more complacent. than in
die past. They are more willing^ to accept things as
tney are.^
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Living in Waterville is a_out as
xciting
e
as watching a plank warp
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Even downtown, local residents have recently been
disturbed by a sign on Main St. which reads,
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for instance, you are also liable for 'three to eigh
strokei of the cane depending on the type of
&af hti . Although it. is a strictly punishable offence,
l ^ve never . heard of anyone being arrested for
wrihng amusmg graffiti. Arreste have been made,
however in conjunction with racist ^affiti
more- preoccupied
* thin meS with sex.
Graffiti can be seen everywhere from bathrooms
.^ . . . f jt.ti . -_d aerosoi Daint ¦
and desks right here at Colby College to the vast
with
¦
™™
open plains and deserts of Western Australia where
Saff
M
w^
S^^iS^Sd^S
natives can see the following engraved on a tree: . r \
^^.JS ^t!^ M ^ ^ SS^Sn
somewhat more amusing and certainly more
_ .__,.
KENNY - UC KS SPIDERS
original e.g.
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Ever since God engraved his commandments on -., • ' -— of attribution and access! However, a recent
study by psychology students at the University of
the side of a mountain, graffiti has been a part of
Leeds in England has exposed three curious difour lives. But as long as there has been writin g on
ferences. (The students were comparing graffiti in
&e wall there have been people complaining about
adjacent men 's and women's bathrooms in the
it.
Student's Union at Leeds University) .
Grgi&& [$ an offence in most countties and in
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In the beginning was the word.
And the word was Aardvark.
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' Sex is 'alright , but . it' s1 not as good ' aa ^^ ^
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